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SUMMARY 
This study was concerned with the design for a ground microwave power 
transmission system (GMPTS) for use with a high altitude powered platform (HAPP). 
It may be considered as  a companion study to  an  ear l ier  study that involved the 
Airborne portion of the system as  applied to  a lighter-than-air (LTA) H A P P  vehicle. 
However, the results of both studies also have broad application t o  other types of 
atmospheric microwave powered platforms, such as the airplane or the  helicopter, 
and even to earth-to-space power transmission systems. 
The regdire-ment imposed upon the study of the GMPTS was that it should 
focus and point a microwave beam of the required power density upon a receiving 
a r r ay  attached t o  an  LTA that was flying at an altitude of 20 kilometers and that 
w a s  free t o  move within a confinement circle of 1. 5 kilometers in  diameter. The 
required power density varied f rom a few watts per  square meter  t o  a maximum 
of 500 watts per  square meter ,  depending principally upon the wide variability in 
the winds. 
to  a s  much as 250  kilowatts. 
Likewise, the total power delivered could vary f rom a few kilowatts 
The active phased ar ray  approach was chosen for the general design approach. 
The resulting design is a 38 x 76 meter  transmitting antenna made up of a mosaic 
of 1352 subarrays each 1.5 meters  square. 
waveguide radiating modules whose output phase is individually controlled. 
subarray also contains one microwave generator together with suitable means t o  
distribute the microwave power and t o  control its output. 
Each subarray contains four slotted 
Each 
The transmitting array is free to  rotate in azimuth but not in elevatiun. 
It t racks the rotation of the LTA-HAPP by mechanical rotation; it t racks  any la- 
t e r a l  displacement of the vehicle by electronically steering the beam. 
steering is achieved by two microwave interferometers that t rack the elevation 
of the LTA-HAPP around the X and Y axes of the GMPTS by nulling the signal 
received from a pilot beam in the HAPP vehicle. 
these interferometers is used to  control the individual output phase of each of the 
5408 radiating modules and therefore the beam pointing through a digitized phase 
ront rol matrix.  
Electronic 
The angular displacement of 
i x  
The design approach t o  the GMPTS takes advantage of the fixed frequency 
and limited angular scan requirements of the application to  produce a unique elec- 
tronically-steerable phased a r r ay  technology that is characterized by its low cost 
relative t o  other kinds of phased arrays.  The GMPTS design also makes use of 
readily available components in cri t ical  design areas. 
The design arrived at i n  this study should be considered as a reference 
design only. 
therefore subject t o  subsequent changes as new data is accumulated and the design 
is reiterated further. The physical size of the a r r ay  and its power consumption 
were influenced by cost minimization techniques developed during the ear ly  par t  
of the study period to  minimize the s u m  of the initial installation cost and the cost 
of energy consumed during the life of the system. 
CMPTS cost made in this study car ry  with them a high degree of uncertainty be- 
cause of the lack of cost experience with this  kind of phased a r r a y  and an uncer- 
tainty a s  t o  how costs wi l l  be influenced by further reiteration and study. 
It is the result of an incomplete series of design reiterations and 
However, any estimates of 
Note on Addendum 
After the subtnission of the draft of the f i n a l  report, it was discovered that 
it would be possible t o  both simplify and improve the performance of the design con- 
cept with the use of a phase-locked high gain magnetron directional amplifier. 
However, incorporation of the p r i x i p l e  into the text and illustrations of the 
final report would involve much additional effort. 
short Addendum at the end of the report. 
It is therefore  discussed in a 
X 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a high altitude powered platform (HAPP) that receives the 
power that it needs for propulsion and payload frcm a microwave beam, and that 
can stay on station for long periods of time performing useful commuaication 
and surveillance functions is not a new concept. 
of this concept as a system w a s  preempted by the rapid deve?opmen 
of the geosynchronous satellite. 
i n  the HAPP concept. The f i r s t  factor is major breakthroughs in the t e c h t ' h g y  
associated with microwave power transmission(" 2, 
recognition that high altitude atmospheric platforms can complement the use of 
geosynchronous satell i tes,  and indeed fo r  some applications may be m o r e  suit- 
able . 
'I* However, the CI . . 'e?t 
nd suct i s  
Two majar  factors are now reviving interesi 
3)and the second is the 
(1.4 through 1.10) 
The subject mat ter  of this report  is the design of the ground-based microwave 
power transmission system (GMPTS) fo r  a lighter-than-air (LTA) vehicle that is 
kept on station at an altitude of 2 0  kilometers by power derived from a microwave 
beam. The study has been useful f r o m  a number of points of view. F i r s t ,  it has 
better defined the factors  that are cr i t ical  in interfacing the microwave beam with 
the air vehicle. Secondly, it represents  the f i rs t  attempt to  apply a la rge  data 
base and body of knowledge to  the design of a ground-based transmitting antenna 
for the specific purpose of supporting a microwave powered HAPP in the ear th 's  
atmosphere. Some of this data base, notably the experimental data on the radiating 
module and subarray,is of recent origin and greatly enhances the credibility of the 
concept. Third,i t  has  developed a method for addressing the ltfe cycle cast that 
is applicable not only to LTA-HAPP's but to  other kinds G f  trehicles as well. 
Although this report  relates directly to  the LTA vehicle and more  particular-  
ly to one i n  which the fo rm and size of the receiving a r r a y  on the LTA have been 
well defined, the brnad conceptual design of the GMETS is equally applicable t o  
heavier -than -air (HTA) vehicle s . 
* References a r e  given at the end of each report section. 
1. 1 
The general concept of the LTA HAPP system is shown in  Figure 1 . 1. In 
this concept the t ransmit ter  on the bound converts ordinary 60-cycle e lectr ical  
power into microwave power and radiates this energy in the form of a well-control- 
led microwave beam which is f0cussc.d upon the rectenna that is located bn the 
underneath side of the balloon. The transmitting antenna in  the illurtration ro-  
tates as the heading of the LTA vehicle changes to  maintain maximum power 
transfer.  
The specific interface that exis ts  between the microwaqre power t ransmission 
system for  an  airplane o r  a balloon of conventional configdrd :on is shown i n  
Figure 1.2. The balloon o r  airplane maneuvers i n  a reyior. directl)? above the 
transmitting antenna, denoted as the "vehicle containment space. rhe  vehicle 
may be circling, doing a figure 8 or  executing other mansuvers if the wind is 
changing direction o r  is below a cer ta in  cr i t ical  value fer the vehicle. If the 
wind velocity is high enough,the vehicle can fly directly into the wind and remain 
stationary with respect to  the earth. 
Regardless of where the vehicle is within this containment space, the micro-  
wave beam must be kept focussed upon the air vehicle. The peak power density 
within this focal spot is determined by the needs of the aircraft while the d i -meter  
of the spot and the total power within it i e  determined by the des i re  t o  
cost of the microwave power transmission system to a minimum. 
e the 
The beam is kept focussed upon the aircraf t  by an electronically steera!,le 
transmitting a r r a y  that reacts  to a change i n  the position of a microwP*re kbPcon 
that is located in the center of the rectenna of the v*hicle and that a1 e :ts t o  
telemetered signals f rom amplitude sensors  located at the extremiti.. , *hi 
rectenna. 
the radiating modules i n  the transmitting antenna with respect t o  each other and 
i t  is this that determines the pointing direction of the beam. 
The guidance system changes the phase of the microwave ou tpds  of 
The transmitting antenna caq thus be viewed as a phased array, but the 
conceptual design of the a r r a y  is greatly different f rom that of the phased a r r a y  
1 . 2  
/- 
I 
/ ORI#NAL PA= IS 
OF POOR QlJALWt 
Figure 1.1 Artist's Sketch fllustrrting Modularized Transmitting Antenna 
for Traaemitting Power to the Rectanna on the Uncle rsfde 
of a Lighter-Than-Air 'Jc'icle Flying at 70, COO Feet Altitude 
1.3 
OlUQWALPAGEIS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 1.2 Diagram Showing Reiationship Between the Phased- Array 
Transmitting Antenna and the Airborne Vehicle 
1.4 
ZRiGINAL PA= 
OF POOR QufiLln 
used for most radar applications. In the conventional phased array, the phase 
of each radiating element (half wave dipole or waveguide slot) is controlled in- 
dividually to allow the beam to cover any point in a cone with an angle typically 
of go0. In the transmitting antenna for a microwave powered atmospheric vehicle. 
this cone angle is reduced to 6'. This means that a large number of adjacent 
radiating elements, typically 50 to 200. can be grouped together to radiate at the 
same phase. This reduces the cost of the array because of a reduction by a 
factor of 50 to 200 in the number of phase shifting components needed. 
The phased array for a microwave power transmission system is simplified 
and made more economical in other respects as well because it is a fixed fre- 
quency system. Because of this, it is possible to use a simplified phase reference 
system and to use very low cost and highly efficient but relatively narrow band 
microwave generators for the relatively large amounts of microwave power that is 
to be radiated. 
Although the elements of reduced angle coverage and single frequency 
greatly reduce the cost of the transmitting antenna, the problem still remains 
of how to design the GMPTS for minimum cost. 
red to in Figure 1.2 can be mathematically related to each other and the cost 
can be modelled in  terms of these relationships (Section 2.5). Then the cost 
model can be mathematically manipulated to minimize either the initial cost or 
the life cycle cost. Although cost models have been previously used for micro- 
wave power transmissions systems, the coet model developed in this study for 
the first time takes into account the coet of energy used during the life of the system, 
and the tradeoff between the increase in cost of the phase control electronics and 
the increase in the power density at the edge of the containment area as the size 
of the radiating module is decreased. 
Fortunately, the elements refer- 
The GMPTS study has produced a ''reference" design which is described 
i n  considerable detail in Section 3 .0 .  Still, the design must be considered as 
conceptual in nature with the design detail and reiteration eeverly restricted by 
the support level far the contract. As a result, the study has given priority 
1.5 
ORIGINAL P A M  1s 
OF POOR QUALlW 
first t o  the microwave aspect, secondly to the non-microwave electronic aspect, 
third to the interface of the 60-cycle source of power with the GMPTS, and little 
priority on the mechanical design of the supporting structure and its mechanical 
rotation. 
blems peculiar to the kind of phased array approach used. 
able effort was spent on the details of how the array could be boresighted. 
siderable thought was also given to adapting the microwave oven magnetron, pur- 
chased as a shelf item, to the GMPTS. 
i n  Section 4.0. 
The study has given high priority to uncovering and removing any pro- 
For example, consider- 
Con- 
These special investigations are described 
It should be realized that the "reference" design can not be considered as the 
final conceptual design for the LTA-HAPP system for several reasons. 
reason has to do with changes in the specifications of the peak wind velocity which 
the LTA may encounter. 
often encountered in the higher latitudes and whose impact is reflected in this study 
increased the power demands from the microwave power transmission system by 
a factor of four over those previously considered. ('* 
used i n  the lower latitudes could be designed at much more moderate power levels. 
The second reason has to do with changes caused by reiteration of the design with 
its subsequent impact upon estimated costs, a process that often suggests sim- 
plification, integration, or substitution that impacts the design. 
The first 
A change upward in this velocity to reflect conditions 
However, systems to be 
The study has failed to get a narrow-range cost estimate for a production 
unit whose cost would reflect additional reiteration of the design from that of the 
reference design, as well as the learning experience acquired from building a 
number of units of established design. 
perspective on the cost problem may be that given by the cost sensitivity analysis 
i n  Section 2. 5.5. However, it is believed that -he cost estimates in Section 2. 5. 5 
do not adequately reflect the cost of the supporting structure and the installation 
of the network of services required by the subarrays. 
ties, the estimate of the production cost of the stationary GMPTS in 1982 dollars 
varies from a low of $1, 500,000 to as much as $3, 500, 000 . 
added the cost of being able to rotate the structure for those applications where 
i t  is necessary to do so. 
Under these circumstances, the best 
Because of these uncertain- 
To this must be 
1.6 
Likewise, the study has failed to get an estimate of the costs to  build the 
first  engineering model for reasons that the reference design re neither mature 
enough nor detailed enough to  use for  this purpose. In addition, the cost of the 
first  engineering model is highly 3ependent upon the manner in which the develop- 
ment is organized. 
cost at about three t imes the production stage Cost, but only i f  a logical develop- 
ment program is followed. 
A very rough estimate would place the engincering model 
It is believed that key elements in  a properly conceived development program 
would be : 
(1) Develop the subarray prototype with major considerations being given to 
designing it for minimum production cost. 
(2) Build a scaled-down version of the a r r a y  and use ei ther  a beam riding 
helicopter o r  a tall overhead crane with necessary modifications to check 
out the performance of the scaled down GMPTS. 
a rea  100 to 200 square meters. 
(3) Proceed to build a fu l l  scale  GMPTS that is consistent with an LTA-HAPP 
vehicle whose power requirements could have been substar ‘:ally modified 
because of being td lo red  to a particular operational site. 
This could be an  a r r a y  of 
Because of the unique nature of both the purpose and the conceptual approach 
to the GMPTS, a special effort was  made in Section 2.0 of this report  to provide 
background in the form of applicable technology and also in the form of explanations 
for certain assumptions that were made in the work statement and which limited 
the generality of the study. 
In concluding the Introduction, it is noted that this study is closely related 
to a previous study on the receiving a r r ay  or rectenna f o r  the LTA-HAPP (1.12) 
and an ongoing study of the design of the vehicle itself. (1.8) 
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BACKGROUND DATA AND OTHER FACTORS CONSIDERED IN 
THE DESIGN O F  THE ChlPTS 
The design of the ground array reflects the consideration of many diverse  
factors.  This section will discuss those factors  in  considerable detail. 
It may also serve  as a reference sectior. t o  Section 3.0 i n  that i t  will answer 
many questions of "why was it done thir way" nature. 
This section also responds to  the contractural  work statement, which 
specifies (1) a se t  of assumptions limiting the scope of design selection, and 
(2) a set  of design considerations which the study should address.  It responds 
by discussing the underlying reasons for  the set  of initial assumptione, and 
provides the  technology background fo r  addressing the specified design con- 
side rat ions. 
The discussion in this section is organized as follows. 
2.1 Initial assumptions specified i n  the work statement. 
2.2 Design considerations imposed by the HAPP vehicle. 
2.3 Availability of component technology fo r  designing and construct - 
ing a system i n  the near-time frame. 
2.4 Component technology, t o  be discussed in the following categories: 
2.4.1 Microwave antenna technology. 
2.4.2 Technology for  microwave power generation and ampti-  
fication, control of amplitute and phase of the microwave 
output, and interface with source of dc  power. 
2.4.3 Beam steering and phasing control system. 
2.5 Cost minimizing procedures. 
2.6 Conversion of 60 cycle power into fi l tered dc power. 
2.7 RFI/EMI considerations 
2.8  Thermal design. 
2 . 9  Mechanical desiqn. 
2.1 Assumptions Specified by the Work Statement 
There were a number of assumptions l isted in  the work statement which 
limited the scope of the t ransmit ter  design and which determined major  elements 
2 . 1  
of the design approach. 
such obvious i tems as a choice of wavelength to avoid the attenuation caused by 
heavy rainstorms, to the recognition of limitations of some of the microwave 
power transmission technology. These assumptions, because of their  import - 
ance i n  determining the design are discussed below. 
The reason for these assumptions varied, ranging f rom 
2 .1 .1  Choice of 2.45 CHz (12.26 c m )  as the Frequency 
It is broadly recognized that at low microwave frequencies there  is v i r -  
tually no attenuation of the microwave beam as it  t ravels  in a vertical  direction 
through the atmosphere even with very bad weather conditions. On the o ther  
hand, i t  is recognized that at  high microwave frequencies the attenuation is 
nearly 100% because the attenuation for a given rainfall conditior var ies  as the 
4th power of the frequency. 
de r  all weather conditions the frequency should be under 4 GHz. (2. 
clusion is supported by Figure 2.1. 
frequency was heavily weighted by the fact that i t  is at the center of the ISM band 
(Indust rial Scientific Medical) band which is reserved for non-communication 
type uses  of the spectrum, such as the microwave oven, medical diathermy, etc. 
It is also the frequency where cr i t ical  microwave components such as microwave 
generators are readily available at low cost. 
The conclusion is that for continuous operation un- 
This con- 
The choice of 2.45 GHz as the specific 
Although a 20% higher frequency would reduce the s ize  of the transmitting 
antenna by the same percent, a change to  such a frequency would introduce 
serious perturbations into the estimated costs and construction time. Taking al l  
things into account, 2.45 GHz appears t o  be an excellent compromise. 
2.1.2 Power Density of the Microwave Beam Impinging Upon the Rectenna 
on the LTA vehicle - 175 watts/meter Originally but Revised to 
500 w attslrnete r 
2 
The value of 175 watts /meter2 was originally selected because i t  appeared 
that this would be a properly conservative value at which to operate the rectenna. 
However, during a subsequent technology development of the thin film printed 
(2.2) 
circuit rect enna, 
an improved film 
it  was found that improvements i n  the efficiency and the use 
mater ia l  would justify a much higher value. ( 2 . 3 )  
of 
2 . 2  
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Figure 2. 1 Transmission Efficiency - Molecular Absorption and Rain 
F r o m  additional studies of high altitude winds i t  was also concluded that 
the HAPP vehicle should be able to  cope with winds of higher speed and that as 
much as 200 kilowatts would be required for the highest wind speeds to  be ex-  
pected at a? altitude of 20 kilometers (65,000 feet). 
o r  i n  the balloon to  position a rectenna large enough to  produce 200 kilowatts of 
power output if the dc power density were limited to  175 watts /meter  . 
But there  was no place on 
2 
It was therefore agreed that the assumption of dc power density f rom the 
2 rectenna would be changed from 175 watts /meter2 to  400 wat ts /meter  . 
The most notable impact of this specification change upon the transmitting 
antenna is that it would increase the cost of it by a factor of 1.5 ,  since the min- 
imum cost of the antenna is proportional to the 1/2 power of the incident power 
density at the reception point. (See Section 2.5.5. ) 
creased power density a re  minimal. 
Other impacts of the in- 
2.3 
-ion of t he Transmitting Antenna and Control of the 2.1.3 u a r  P . .  
Polarization Alignment Between the Transmitting Antenna and the 
Rectenna by the Rotation of the Transmitting Antenna 
The major reason for assuming and specifying l inear  polarizafion was 
the fact that both the thin-film printed circuit rectenna as developed for  the 
I T A  H A P P  (2*2) and the transmitting-antenna radiating module as developed un- 
d e r  contract NASB-33157 (2* 4, were  both l inearly polarized. The developments 
to convert these components to make them circular ly  polarized so that there  
would be no physical alignment problems would be long and expensive, and i n  
the case of the rectenna would most  likely invalidate the two-plane rectenna 
(foreplane and reflecting plane) configuration for which the thin-film, etched 
circuit is well suited and which is so attractive f rom the weight and cost point 
of view. 
The difficulty presented by convers; -1 to  a circular ly  polarized format 
is the presence of the dc conducting busses in the foreplane which become good 
reflectors of the incident microwave power when the E vector is aligned with 
the conductors. A change to  a three-level rectenna construction to  accommodate 
c i rcular  polarization would result  i n  a much more massive and expensive con- 
s t ruct ion. 
In principle it would be possible to  have two separate  rectennas on the 
H A P P  LTA, with their  directions of polarization oriented 90° f rom each other. 
But the high power requirements of the HAPP LTA negates this approach be2 
cause of the lack of space for  attaching two separate  rectennas, each of which 
would have to  be full size, since each rectenna a t  some t ime would have to  
handle the full power. Further ,  when the two rectennas were  oriented at  a 450 
angle with respect t o  the ground t ransmit ter ,  both would have t o  be simultane- 
ously irluminated with full power f rom the ground t o  produce full output dc power. 
The resulting spot s ize  of the beam would have t o  be la rge  and operate at  full 
power density. 
would be economically unattractive. 
The resulting level of radiated power f rom the t ransmit ter  
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It should be note3 that it is possible to operate a l inearly Polarized r e c -  
tenna from a circularly polarized beam, but the maxirmm capture efficiency 
drops to  50%. 
It would appear that the best way out of this  dilemma is t o  mechanically 
rotate the transmitting antenna. But there  would be strong motivation t o  do 
this any way in the H A P P  LTA because of the need to  match the shape of the 
microwave beam to the elongated shape of the rectenna to retain power-transfer 
efficiency. The rectenna shape is effectively a long oval with the axial length 
about twice i t s  width. To generate this pattern the ground t ransmit ter  has to  
be of approximately the same shape but with the major axis 90°F with respect 
t o  that of the HAPP LTA. 
have to  rotate if the LTA vehicle changes i t s  heading. 
If the t ransmit ter  geometry is so configured, it will 
Because of the generic nature of microwave power transmission, and the 
possible use of the CMPTS for other forms  of a i rcraf t ,  notably the airplane and 
the helicopter, it may be of interest  t o  discuss the relationship of the ground 
t ransmit ter  t o  these other vehicles. Presumably, in the case  of airplanes, the 
rectenna would be placed underneath the wings, and the shape of the rectenna 
would be even more oblong than it is i n  the case of the HAPP LTA. However, 
the airplane does not require nearly the power that the balloon does to propel 
i t  at a speed that enables i t  to  cope with any wind epeed t o  be expected at  20  
kilometers. 
only 20 kilowatts of power ra ther  than 200 kilowatts. It could, therefore,  
operate inefficiently f rom a fixed t ransmit ter  of the same area and power level 
as the G-WTS but which could be circular  in shape. In th is  example, a circular ly  
polarized transmitting antenna and circularly polarized rectenna would be de  - 
sirable to  prevent having to  rotate either the rectenna or the t ransmi t te r  as 
the airplane changes i t s  heading. However, i n  the longer range picture, it 
may be desirable to  build much la rger  airplanes with correspondingly la rger  
wing areas to  support 
HAPP LTA for a rotating t ransmit ter  to sustain high t ransmission efficiency 
then become very similar. Again, c i rcular  polarization would not be needed 
o r  desired. 
The airplane with a small payload of 150 kilograms would require 
heavier payloads. The needs of the airplane and the 
2.5 
Because the t rammit t ing antenna will be large,questions arise with re- 
spect to i t s  rotation: ( 1  ) can it be  accelerated and decelerated rapidly enough 
to acconiiiiodate the flight patterns of the HAPP vehicle? (2 )  can it maintain 
its mechanical shape as it rotates, o r  i f  it distorts can this be taken into con- 
sideration by suitable means? 
In summary,the mass that is involved in  the transmitting antenna modules is rel- 
ati\rely low,and i f  the mass of structure that support them can be held t o  with- 
in a factor of two o r  three t imes that of the modules, then the moment of in-  
e r t ia  of the structure can  be held within reasonable bounds. With the modest 
demands from the turning vehicle for angular acceleration of the transmitting 
antenna, the power requirements for acceleration and the braking requirement 
fo r  slowing t h e  antenna rotation will be modest. 
The f i r s t  question is discussed in Section 3.2.3. 
The second question can be answered i n  the affirmative i f  the rotating 
antenna is supported by rolling it on rails whose height can be accurately ad- 
justed with precise surveying and levelling techniques. 
The helicopter, as contrasted t o  the airplane and the H.4PP L T A ,  does 
not have a polarization problem and it has  other advantages. 
ly above the transmitter,which allows la rger  radiating modules t o  help reduce 
the cost of the antenna and it could simplify the launch and retrieval complexity 
by being able to take off ana land on a pad directly above the antenna. 
ever ,  in i t s  conventional format,it has a very severe  limitation on the amount 
of lift that can be achieved f rom a given amount of received power as compared 
with the airplane, and the drag of an ancillary antenna, while quite acceptable 
at 20 kilometers, is likely to  be excessive as it t raverses  the high winds with 
comparatively high air densities in the 6 to  10 kilometer region. 
It can keep direct-  
How- 
2.1 .4  The Vehicle Shall Always Be in the 3 dB Antenna Beamwidth of the 
Ground Antenna 
This provision could read as either a constraint upon vehicle design o r  
upon the t ransmit ter  design. 
restraint. 
F rom a practical point of view, i t  is a joint 
The vehicle excursion,as measured from a verticle line passing 
2.6 
through the center of the  transmitter,should be as little as possible. But there  
will be a lower limit in the case of the H A P P  LTA,and this excursion is then 
passed on a s  a constraint upon the transmitter design. 
The constraint placed upon the trar,smitting antenna concerns the s ize  of 
the radiating module. 
bean] as a function of off-axis pointing and as a function of the side dimension 
of the radiating module. 
of the beam t o  off-axis pointing increases rapidly. On the other hand, the cost 
of the transmitting array rapidly increases  as the size of the radiating module 
decreases. 
is inversely proportional t o  the square of the side dimension of the radiating 
module. 
is substantial, the cost of these components for the total a r r a y  becomes a major  
element of c n g t  as the dimensions of the radiating module become small. This  
is discussed further i n  Section 2 . 5 . 2 .  
Figure 2.2 shows the decrease i n  the intensity of the 
A s  the size of the module is increased, the degradation 
This is because the number of radiating modules i n  the total  a r r a y  
Because the cost of the components t o  change the phase of each a r r a y  
The data shown in Figure 2 .2 .  is generated by a consideration that the 
antenna pattern (normalized to  unity at 8 = 0) as given by one of the individual 
modules is 
g o  = . - sin C, x 
where I t: side dimension of radiating module 
X 0 wavelength 
8 t off-axis angle (See Figure 2. 1 5 . )  
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The power density is proportional to the square of g (e). Figure 2.2 
follows this relationship: 
In Section 2.2 it is estimated that the ci2cling flight of the HAPP LTA can 
be contained within a diameter of 1 . 5  kilometers. The side dimecsion of the 
radiating module selected for the conceptual design of the transmitting antenna 
is 0.75 meter.  Figure 2.2 indicates that for that s i z e  r,,oduIe and an off-axis 
pointing corresponding to a flight radius of 0.75 kiiometer, the beam power den- 
sity wil l  be 0.84 of the on-axis intensity. The loss of 1670 o r  0.075 dB is well 
within the 3 dB lose specified but nevertheless represents a significant decrease 
in power. The power loss of 16% can be compensated for by an increase in the 
cost oI the transmitting antenna by about 8%. 
2 . 9  
2.2 --- Design Considerations Imposed Upon the GMPTS by the Design of the 
- LTA.HAPP Vehicle and Its Flight Characterist ics 
Three aspects of the design of the LTA HAPP vehicle and i t s  flight char-  
acterist ics have considerable impact upon the design of the GMPTS. These 
are (1) the high peak power requirements of the LTA HAP ’ vehicle, (2) assign- 
ment of the rectenna to  a specific area of the balloon. and (3) flight character-  
ist ics of the LTA YAPP vehicle. A discussion of the impact of these aspects 
follows : 
2.2.1 ImDact of the High Peak Power Requirements of the LTA HAPP 
V e h i c l e  UDon GMPTS Design 
Subsequent t o  the activation pf contractual study on the GMPTS but i n  accord 
with the intent to make changes in  the initial assumptions if found to  be necessary,  
the maximum power requirement of the LTA was raised to  200 kilowatts of dc 
power to supply propulsive power to compensate for  the greatly increased drag 
associated with very high wind-speed peaks of 95 knots that were  found to  exist in- 
frequently at some geographical locations. The rectenna’s ability t o  handle 
power densit; was raised to 400 watts of dc power output per  square meter .  
This ir-crease in total power and power density requirements has had 
considerable impact upon the GMPTS design and its cost. F i r s t ,  the initial 
cost has gone up in proportion to the one-half power of the increase  i n  micro-  
wave power density at the rectenna. However, the average power demanded 
from the transmitter has gone up very little because the high peak winds occur 
for only a small  proportion (less than 1%) of the total time. 
In i ts  investigation of the average propulsive power required to counter- 
act the drag of the wind on the LTA H A P P  vehicle over a period of a y e a r  and 
sampling many locations in  the continental United States. 
t h i s  figure to  be four kilowatts. This corresponds t o  about five kilowatts aut of 
the rectenna on the vehicle. 
200 kilowatts of power w.2 
I I C  Dover found 
Yet this same rectenna has to  supply as mnch as  
unusual and r a r e  circumstances. 
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This situation is shown graphically in  Figure 2.3 where the power re- 
quirement from the rectenna fs plotted agabs t  percentage of elapsed time. ' lhe  
fraction of t ime that any interval of power exi8ts may be found by extending 
that interval horizontally on the chart. noting the two points where the interval 
intersects the curve. and then reading of the interval of percentage of t ime on 
the horizontal scale. Without expanded ecalea on the graphs this is difficult 
to do graphically, and the purpose of the figure is t o  indicate the v e r y  large 
variation in power requirements that exists. 
An additional impact of tho increased peak power requirements for the 
CMPTS then is that it must contend with a much la rger  range of power. 
this has resulted in not 
more than about 20% of the time. and then in using it most of the t ime at a low 
value of gain. 
with that arrangement in a satisfactory manner. 
In effect, 
having to use the final power stage in  the amplifier chain 
Fortunately. the basic design of the transmitter can contend 
For many geographical regions the peak wind velocities of 95 knots do not 
exist and so the GMPTS designed in  this ctudy may be considerably over designed 
fo r  some geographical areas. 
2.2.2 Impact of the Assignment of the Rectenna t o  a Specific A r e a  of 
the LTA HAPP Upon CMPTS Design 
As the result of the g r e a t l y  increased power requirements for the LTA, 
and even though the rectenna dc power density has been increased to  400 watts/  
nleter', the required rectenna area has had to  be increased to a projected area 
of 500 square meters.  The only available area that is part of the natural e t ream-  
lined configuration of the LTA is along i t s  undersurface, and there  the resulting 
configuration of the rectenna ie an elongated oval, approximately twice a s  long 
as it is wide. The impact of this upon the design of the CMPTS is to  configure 
the transmitting antenna to  a similar geometry to  maximize the power t ransfer  
efficiency. 
it is wide. 
> 
The resulting GMPTS configuration is a rectangle, twice as long a s  
2 . 1 1  
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The large area of rectenna required also effectively eliminated a potential 
solution to the maintenance of polarization alignment vithout having to rotate 
the transmitting antenna. 
rate rectennas, one behind the other on the balloon's undersurface arld with 
their  polarization directions at right angles to  each other. 
The solution that had been examined was two sepa-  
2.2.3 Impact of the Flight Characterist ics of the L T A  Upon GMPT? Dtsign 
Studies of the effects of daytime heating and night t ime cooling of t t e  L T A  
indicated first  that it would be necessary to  move the LTA in  c i rcular  flight t o  
enable it to develop positive l i f t  at night and negative lift in  the daytime 
recently,it has been found that aluminizing the fabric of the balloon and other 
modifications will minimize the diurnal problem, so that c i rcu lar  flight n.ay 
no longer be necessary,  or3f it is necessary,  so that it can  be made at slow 
speed and i n  a comparatively small diameter. 
remain pointed into the wind if it is not circling. 
direction a r e  made by changing the thrus t  vector of the tail motor which is 
mounted on a swivel post. 
More 
The LTA.  of course.  has to 
Currently, these changes i n  
The space required to  effect these lifticg operations if they are necessary 
and the maneuvering operations to  turn  into the wind when not circling are very 
iniportant in  determining the cost of the a r r a y  as discussed i n  Section 2.1.4 
and Section 2.5.5. 
functions has not been clear ly  defined. F rom the viewpoint of maneuvering, it 
is known that the wind changes direction and speed at that altitude very slowly, 
and it is also known that the response t ime of the vehicle t o  a s tep €unction 
of drag may be oi the order  of a mlnute. Presumably,this would be considerably 
fas te r  than any change in the slope of the wind speed change (second derivation of 
wind speed) so that the control loop should be straightforward and stable. 
However, the space required to accommodate these flight 
It is possible that an  optimization of the vehicle design to minimize need for 
auxilary lift and to  give it an ability to  turn about i t s  vertical  axis without dis- 
placing that axis appreciably would allow i t  to confine itself within a very small  
circle. In the meantimesit is the consensus that the vehicle can remain within 
2.  13 
a diameter of 1.5 kilometer, and that has been the basis of the proposed t rans-  
mi tting antenna design. 
2.3 Availability of Component Technology for Design and Construction 
of a System in the Near-Time Frame 
It is stated in the Work Statement that the design shal l  include state-of- 
the-art hardware and procedure where possible, but that new technology is ac- 
ceptable if it is considered feasible within one y e a r  of design completion. This 
statement reflects the des i re  t o  be able t o  complete the detailed design of the 
t ransmit ter  and to  fabricate i t  without appreciable delay caused by having t o  de- 
velop some of the components. 
ceptual design study, but i t  does not exert a hardship upon the design because 
the desirable components and design procedures are readily available. 
This provision has been adhered to  in  the con- 
These state -of-the -art  components and procedures will be discussed more  
fully in  Section 2.4, but it may be worthwhile t o  point out how fortuitous it is that 
some of them do exist. Perhaps the most -fortuitous item is the microwave gen- 
e ra to r  in the form of the microwave oven magnetron, which has all of the quali- 
fications needed, including low cost and long life, for this application. If such a 
tube did not existsit would be necessary t o  consider the long delay occasioned by 
new tube developments and the uncertainty of predicting their  performance after 
development . 
It is also fortuitous that the conceptutal design and subsequent construction 
and testing of the radiating module has been accomplished. Such testing a s s u r e s  us 
of the ability of the unit t o  follow both a phase and amplitutde reference, and the 
electrical  stability of the interface of the magnetron directional amplifier with the 
slotted waveguide radiator,  etc. Fo r  this module,a new method of fabricating a 
low-cost slotted waveguide radiator was developed and tested. 
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2.4 Background of Component and System Technology From Which GMPTS 
Conceptual Design Was Selected 
The conceptual design of the GMPTS has been established after review 
This back- of the applicable background of component and system technology. 
ground will be discussed under three groupings: 
(a) Microwave antenna technology. 
(b) Technology for microwave power generation and amplification, control 
of amplitude of the microwave output, and interface with source of dc 
powe re 
(c )  Beam steering and phase control technology. 
2.4.1 Microwave Antenna Technology 
The purpose of this section is t o  discuss microwave antenna technology 
in general t e r m s  and then to  specifically address  the kind of antenna selected for  
the conceptual design of the GMPTS. This section will not address  the subject 
of beam focussing and steering of the active phased a r r a y  which is the subject of 
Section 2.4.3. 
2.4.1.1 Discussion of Various Antenna Approach2s 
During the ear ly  part of this proposal, a number of different approaches 
to  designing the transmitting antenna were  examined. One obvious approach 
was a parabolic reflector, modified in  this case to  an ellipsoidal reflector, il- 
luminated f rom a point source by a high powered microwave generator. 
viewpoint of a near t e r m  demonstration of a microwave powered air vehicle at  a 
high altitude of 20 kilometers, the installation at Arecibo in  Puerto Rico and the 
M a r s  t ransmit ter  at  the Goldstone facility of J P L  could be used to  good advantage. 
F r o m  the 
The Arecibo installation has a 420-kilowatt source of C W  power at 2380 MHz 
and an effective aperture diameter of 700 feet. 
of 2360 watts per square meter  on a vehicle flying in  a fixed position at 20 kilo- 
meters ,  and  for that mat ter  23.6 watts per square meter  on a space craf t  at a 
distance of 200 kilometers f rom the earth. 
This would provide a n  illumination 
2. 1 5  
The Mars transmitting antenna at Goldstone has a 67-meter diameter  
aperture with a nearly identical source of CW power. With an  aperture  illumina- 
tion efficiency of 679;. i t  wculd provide an illumination of 233  watts per square 
nieter on  a vehicle flying at 2 0  kilometers. 
But aside from the value of these installations from a demonstration point 
of view.  they do not appear to be cost effective in their  present format in the type 
of application for  which the microwave powered vehicle is being considered. The 
Arec ibo  installation is unique in  that it takes advantage of an  unusual geological 
configuration in the ear th 's  surface. 
The Mars installation comes very close to being able to  supply the S O 0  watts of 
incident microwave power now being used as the design c r i te r ia  for the LTA H A P P  
vehicle. 
in i ts  present form would be much too expensive. 
It is also much la rger  than is necessary. 
It has, however, a mechanical arrangement for steering the beam and 
A much more tractable approach is to  adapt the reflector approach to  the 
GMPTS by eliminating the mechanical steering of the large reflector and to  me- 
chanically change the position of the feed horn. 
The contractual support for this study was not sufficient to investigate the 
details of what would be involved in adapting the technology as exemplified in the 
M a r s  transmitter to the CMPTS. A principle argument made fo r  the active 
phased a r r a y  approach, as applied to  the high altitude vehicle, is that it appeared 
to be more cost effective, tasically because of the modular approach that em- 
ployed low cost components and technology. 
tage  of the economics to be Lciiieved by mass production, and i t  also allows the 
relatively straightforward expansion of an  existing facility while the reflector 
installation does not. Expansion, in t e r m s  of an  orderly procedure in  the (le- 
velopment of the first  prototype, or in subsequent modification of an existing 
commercial  facility, is considered to  be an important aspect. 
The modular approach takes advan- 
In concluding this general discussion. the author believes that since i t  is 
difficult to  predict the circumstances under which the high altitude niicrowave 
2. 16 
powered vehicle will come into existence as an operating entity, it is impossible 
t o  rule out the conventional parabolic reflector with i t s  aAsociatcd conventional 
illumination f rom a high power point source. For  example, if a n,*?i3nal emer- 
gency should come into being and whose exigencies could be serveo oy a micro-  
wave powered platform, a proven installation such a5 the h ia rs  facilitv could 
Serve a s  a prototype and would probably be made use of in  that format. Using 
the limited resources of this study to concentrate on the conceptual design of a 
phased a r r a y  t ransmit ter  specifically for a microwave powered high altitude 
vehicle has significantly advanced a n  understanding of what is involved in that 
approach and in preparing for the next step of a logical development program 
for such a transmitter. 
2.4.1.2 Technology for  the Radiating Module 
The format for the radiating element in  a conventional phased array used 
for  radar  purposes is a single dipole or the open end of a single section of wave- 
guide. 
is essential  that many of these radiating elements be grouped together. 
these circumstances, the radiating module with a much l a rge r  aper ture  can take 
a more  complex form. 
o r  a helical coil, o r  a lens. 
To minimize the cost of the phase control electronics in the CMPTS, it 
Under 
For example, it could be the end of a rectangular horn, 
Fortunately, it was not necessary to  compare these various approaches 
hecause this had already been done in the investigations that took place in con- 
nection with the Solar Power Satellite stud 4'. . ') That study concluded that the 
slotted waveguide a r r a y  was much superiar  electrically because i ts  radiation 
efficiency approached 100% as compared with low efficiency for  the  other ap- 
proaches, 70% for  a rectangular horn, for  example. 
2.4.1.3 Method for Fabricating Low-Cost Slotted Waveguide Modules 
from Thin Gauge Aluminum Sheet 
It was also 
worked out for the 
known prior  to this study that a new low cost method had been 
fabrication of slotted waveguide arrays from relatively t h i n  
2 . 1 7  
Arrays  made with this technique were  checked out 
2 .6  gauge aluminum sheet. 
on the JPL antenna range and found to  have acceptable patterns. 
major advantage of the fabrication method is that close mechanical tolerances 
c a n  be held t o  provide reproducible electrical  performance. 
In fact, a 
The specific a r r ays  made for  JPL  were designed for  2.45 CHz frequency 
Their side dimension is 0.75 meter ,  and are directly applicable to  the GMPTS. 
which seems to be a l so  the best compromise in  the size of the radiating module 
fo r  the GMPTS design. 
The slotted waveguide array, as shown 'in Figure 2.4,consists basically 
of a folded top plate whose corrugations contribute the three  s ides  of the wave- 
guide and a bottom plate into which the radiating s lots  are punched. 
sections then flow together and are joined to.-each other by resistance spot 
welding or by laser beam welding to form the finished assembly shown in Figure 2.4. 
The two 
The holes which are punched into the material are spaced accurately f rom 
The holes a lso se rve  to  jig the top 
each other and se rve  to  accurately locate the mater ia l  in  the bending fixture 
which is also accurately machined and ground. 
and bottom halves to  each  other for  accurate assembly. 
The individual slotted waveguides i n  the a r r a y  are fed f rom a feed wave- 
guide shown in Figure 2.5 as the t ransverse  waveguide. Transfer  of energy is 
made through diagonal slots between the feed waveguide and radiating waveguides. 
A front view of the configuration is shown in Figure 2.6. The radiating module 
has 64 slots in it and the output phase of all of these slots is uniform (within the 
tolerances prescribed) and determined by one set  of phase control electronics 
ra ther  than 64 as i n  a conventional phased array.  
The H-plane antenna pat terqtaken at the antenna range of the Jet Propul- 
This and the E-plane pattern were  con- sion Laboratory,is shown i n  Figure 2.7. 
sidered to  be good patterns. 
grade the pattern from what i t  would be if  identical arrays were contiguous to  
each other. 
However, the edge effects of such a st ructure  d e -  
2, 18 
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One of the outstand'ng advantages of this structure is the re1ativ::ly small 
amount of aluminuri used in i t ,  which implies both weight and cost advantages. 
The cor.lpLete structlcre, as shown, weighs 2.6 kilograms. TY.:s corresponds to 
a weight of 4.6 kilograms per square meter  of a r r a y  a rea ,  so that the amount 
of aluminum in  the complete transmitting antenna is l ess  than 14,000 kilograms. 
At current costs of $2.00 a poulid for thin gauge alnminum, the corresponding 
material  cost is less than $60,000 for the GMBTS. 
The structure,  because of i t s  box l ike  constructiorA, is also exccptionally 
strong, and more than adequately sturdy for the intended application. 
a knife edge load of 80 kilograms along the center of the antenna module Phown 
in Figure 2.5 and sup Orbed at two edges caused a deflect;on af only one milli- 
meter at the center. 
Fo r  example, 
( g o  6 )  
2.4.2 Technology for Micrawave Power Generation and Amplification, 
Sontrol of Amplitude and Phase of Microwave Ouiput, and Interface 
with the Source of D, C. Power 
2.4.2.1 General Discussion 
The technology grouped together in the b'love title is the outgrowth of an 
assessment of the potential role of the magnetron i n  the Solar Power Satellite 
concept a..d is described in  reference 2.4. 
tensive experimental verification as described in that reference and in reference 
2.6. 
perimental investigations also examined extensively the signal to  noise & atio and 
the potential life of the microwave generator. 
The technol2gy is backzd up Ly ex-  
In addition to  the subjects included in +he title of this section, these ex- 
The procedure that was followed in the assessment of the magnetron as 
a potential candidate for the generator in  the SPS was to convert the magnetron, 
which i s  normally a free running oscillator, into a directional amplifier by adding 
a passive directional device in  the form of a fe r r i te  circulator. 
al amolifier were then ad  :ed feedback control loops which controlled the phase 
To  this direction- 
2.23 
and amplitude of the output so that they tracked phase and amplitude references. 
Then it was shown that the amplitude control feature also permitted the micro-  
wave generators to  be operated in parallel from a common bus with no more 
power conditioning interface than a small  res is tor  and a high voltage fuse,  even 
though the voltage level of the bud was varying o v e r  a wide range. 
The basic circuit arrangement of the magnetror. directional amplifier and 
its amplitude and phase control loops is shown in  Figure 2.8. 
arrangement works is illustrated in  Figure 2.9. This figure i l lustr-  -6  how well 
the level of microwave power output is controlled despite wide variations in the 
voltage l e v e l  of the power supply when only a 100 ohm resistor is inserted be- 
tween the power supply and the magnetron directional amplifier. 
dissipates less than 1% of the power going into the microwave generator. ) In 
Figure 2.9 the heavy lines, running diagonally downward f rom left to right, show 
how the magnetron directional amplifier reacts to  a change in  power supply volt - 
age when the amplitude control reference is set at a specific value. 
when the amplitude reference is set  at 700 watts and the power supply volhge  is 
varied from 3500 to  4500 volts, the microwave power output varies only f rom 
687 watts t o  716 watts or less than - +3700. 
How well this  
(Such a res i s tor  
For example. 
As sugge6ted in  the schematic of Figure 2.8, the amplitude control of the 
output of the magnetron directional amplifier is made possible by the buck boost 
coil, which adds or subtracts t o  the residual magnetic field established by tne 
permanent magnets which are part of the magnetron package. 
value of the magnetic field controls the flow of current  into the magnetron and 
therefore the micr-wave nower output. 
In effect, the 
It is proposed that this amplitude control arrangement be used almost 
directly on the GMPTS. One of the special projects of this study h a  Seen t o  
examin? what would be involved in  retrofitting a conventional microwave oven 
magnetron with a buck boost coil that would be an  integral  part  of the magne- 
t r o n  package. Figure 2.10 i l lustrates the results of this study. 
found that the top plate on the magnetron package can be removed and that there  
is room for the insertion of a small but adequdte buck boost coil. Then the top 
It has been 
2 . 2 4  
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plate i s  replaced with the resulting appearance in Figure 2.10. 
The characteristics of the tube with this coil is examined further in 
Section 4.0. It is important to note that the response time of the control circuit 
is very fast, which means that the amplitude control circuitry can function also 
to reduce the amount of passive filtering that needs to be added to the source 
of dc power. 
Figure 2.9 can also be used to examine what is happening to the phase 
shift within the magnetron directional amplifier itself as the voltage and current  
through it is varied. This phase shift that is taking place is largely the result of 
what would be a change in frequency of opertition of the magnetron if the drive 
power were completely remn-:eci and i t  were allowed to run as an oscillator. 
phase shift through the device is theoretically and experimentally observed to be 
proportional to the difference between the drive frequency and the natural fre- 
quency of osci1latio.i of the tube a t  that particular point of voltage and current. 
But it is also inversely proportional to the one-half power of the drive signal, 
data of Figure 2.9 was taken with a drive power of only 10 watts. If the drive 
power had been forty watts, the range of current over which the tube operated 
would have been much greater, 
The 
The 
In the experimental work with the magnetron directional amplifier, the 
phase shift through the magnetron directional amplifier was compensated for by 
a phase shifter shown in Figure 2.8 to be on the input side of the amplifier. The 
phase shifter was  part of a feedback control loop that kept the phase of the output 
locked to the phase reference within about one degree. In the GMPTS, because 
one magnetron directional amplifier supplies power to four radiating modules 
whose emitted phase must be individually controlled, the arrangement is different. 
In concluding this discussion, it should be pointed out that the concept of 
the magnetron directional amplifier a s  a combination of a magnetron and a passive 
directional device such as  the f e r r i t e  circulator is not a new concept. Rather, i ts  
theory has been well established (2.7). 
conncction with solid state amplifiers. 
The general principle i s  often used in  
The arrangement of magnetron and 
2.28  
fe r r i te  circulator t o  form the directional amplifier is shown in Figure 2.11. 
the application of this arrangement to  the GMPTS, both the magnetron and the 
ferr i te  circulator a r e  readily available and at very low cost. 
In 
DC Pcwer 
1 
I 1  1 Magnetron 
in 
Magnetron and 
3-Port Ferrite 
C i r c ulato r 
Figure 2. 11 Schematic Diagram Indicating the Principle 
of the Magnetron Directional Amplifier 
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2.4.2.2 Potential Long Life of the Magnetron in the GMPTS 
The life of a microwave electron tube is characteristically limited by the 
life of the cathode, which in turn is associated with its operating temperature, a 
low-er temperature being associated with longer life, Fortunately, the life of the 
magnetron in the ChiPTS application is pctentially very long because of a self 
regulating cathode temperature mechanism which allows the cathode to operate 
a t  the low temperatures that areassociated with long life while still providing the 
electron emission needed for the generation of microwave power. 
Based upon experimental observations of the cathode temperature as a 
function of the anode current  which in turn is proportional to microwave power 
output, and well understood properties of the life of the carburized thoriated 
tungsten cathode as a function of both temperature and depth of the carburization, 
the expected life of the microwave oven magentron as a function of power output 
has been prepared and presented in Figure 2.12. The corresponding operating 
temperature of the cathode fo r  several values of life and power output are also 
shown on Figure 2.12. It. is clear that the life is highly dependent upon temper- 
ature---a difference of 200°K makes a difference of approximately 100 to 3 in 
life. Because of the critical dependence of life upon cathode temperature, it is 
fortuitous that there  is an internal mechanism inside of the magnetron that regu- 
lates the cathode temperature. This regulating mechanism is clear ly  shown in  
Figure 2.13 where the observed temperature as a function of anode current  (the 
power output is proportional to anode current)  is shown. Superimposed upon this 
experimental curve is the Richardson-Dushman equation for  temperature limited 
emission as a function of temperature. The slope of the predicted and expuriment- 
a1 curves is very nearly the same. 
2. 30 
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2.4.3 Beam Steering and Phasing Control System 
Targeting the microwave beam on the rectenna is a ~ r h e r y  requirement 
jointly imposed upon the microwave power transmission system and the vehicle. 
There a re  two primary ways to approach this problem. The first is to make the 
vehicle captive to the microwave beam---that is, the vehicle is a beam riding 
device with sensors, feedback loops, and propulsion that keep it on the beam. 
This was successfully demonstrated on a beam-riding helicopter in 1968 (2.8). 
The second approach is to make the microwave beam captive to the vehicle. 
This approach would appear to be necessary for an airplane and for an aerostat 
of conventional design that must change its heading as the wind shifts direction. 
It is the second approach that we w i l l  want to deal  with here, keeping in mind that 
the vehicle must have some kind of position reference to keep it approximately 
over the microwave beam. 
In examining the interface between the vehicle and the transmitting antenna, 
we note that there are  two aspects to controlling the beam. First, it must be 
focussed to as small a spot diameter as  possible at the required altitude, and 
secondly, it must be pointed in the correct direction. If the antenna is self-fo- 
cussed, as with a mechanically steerable parabolic reflector, only pointing ieed 
be considered. In that case, the simplest way to control the pointing is with a 
closed loop system, in which two amplitude sensors are  located on the X-axis at 
the extremities of the rectenna, and two amplitude sensors a re  located on the Y- 
axis extremities. The sensors are  balanced against each other, and any imbalance 
results in a telemetered signal to the transmitting antenna to change its pointing 
direction to produce a balance or null. 
When the transmitting antenna is an active phase array (the microwave 
generators are  dislributed throughout the array), a beacon at the center of the 
rectenna can be used to both focus and point the beam. However, this is not a 
closed loop system for  pointing purposes and should be supplemented with the 
arrangement described in the previous paragraph to make trimming adjustments 
to the beam so that it will be kept on the target. 
2 . 3 3  
The focussing of the microwave beam may be brought about by the use of 
the beacon in the center of the rectenna in two ways. 
the use of the version of the retrodirective a r r ay  concept (2*  9 ,  
phase front of the beam f rom the beacon is compared a t  the r e c e i h g  point of each 
subarray with a clock phase which originates a t  the center of the array and is com- 
municated to phase comparator locations in the subarrays (2.9). 
ferent between these two references is measured and then conjugated to provide 
the reference phase for the transmitted signal f rom each subarray. The output 
of the slotted waveguide radiators then tracks this reference phase. This is the 
approach that was used for  the SPS (Solar Power S* lite) and i s  believed to be 
essential in that system because of mechanical distortion that would take place 
in the transmitting antenna in space. 
It can be brought about with 
in  which the 
Thc phase dif- 
A second arrangement that may be used if the transmitting surface does 
not mechanically distort o r  i f  it distorts in a predictable manner is the use of the 
phaee front of the wave emitted by the beacon to  acutate a two-axis phase  compara- 
tor o r  interferometer arrangement at the center of the transmitting antenna. Pre- 
ferably, the two interferometers, one for  each axis, would be nulling devices, 
As suggested by Figure 2.14, the interferometers would be mechanically 
rotated around the two axes by a feedback control system to produce a null in 
their outputs. The mechanical rotation would establish voltage outputs f r o m  pre- 
cision potentiometers which would then be sent to a central  processor  which would 
send out digital signals to each subarray location,and through the use of a solid 
state phase shifter add o r  subtract appropriate phase deviations to the clock phase  
ref e renc e. 
The accuracy with which the beam was both focussed and pointed would 
depend upon the accumulative tolerances in the system. 
ing would be more serious than upon focussing. 
form of feedback control on the pointing would be necessary. Figure 2.15 shows 
a monitoring arrangement on the vehicle itself which will send back to the ground 
by a telemetering arrangement an e r r o r  signal if the beam is  not centered on the 
recte-. This e r r o r  signal is used a s  an input to the microprocessor  to adjust 
Their impact upon point- 
It would be expected that some 
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the digitized phase information sent out to the phase references. This arrange-  
ment,in which a precision open loop tracking arrangement is updated by a sensi-  
tive monitoring system of the rectenna,is expecteL to keep the beam focussed on 
the center of the rectenna. 
It i s  noted that both the arrangement iust described and the one employing 
conjugation of the phase of the pilot beam signal require a method of assuring that 
the reference "clock" phase which emanates f rom the center of the transmitting 
array i s  precisely known a t  each phase comparator point. In the case of the 
system that uses phase conjugation, the reference o r  clock phase must be set  
precisely ai some integral multiple of a wavelenth (or 360°) a t  each of the phase 
comparators. 
phase comparator to produce a vertical beam with a spherical wave front whose 
radius is approimately 20,000 meters.  After this "bore sighting" operation the 
reference phase a t  each phase comparator is then shifted as required to point the 
beam in the desired direction. 
In the case of the second system, the reference phase is set  a t  each 
It should be noted that although the boresighting is done to focus the beam 
at  20,0110 meters,  i t  is possible to subsequently inser t  instruct ims into the micro-  
processor to adjust the focus, analagously to a "zoom lens" adjustment. 
The second approach, or  the one that uses the interferometers, was selected 
for the design of the GMPTS. Comments on this decision follow: 
1. The Ikonjugation" approach uses a special component of considerable 
complexity and one which is not completely developed at this time. 
Yet i t  must be used in large numbers corresponding to the tocal numbcr 
of radiating modules. 
modetit in the long range, v-ould be very high in the near term. 
The cost of such a system, although potentially 
2. The '5nterferometer" approach eliminates the use of an unpredictable 
component without introducing other elements with the exception of the 
two interferometers and microprocessor  a t  the center of the a r ray .  
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3. In the ''conjugationtt approach backscatter from the transmitting an- 
tenna at its radiating frequency may cause interference with the bea- 
con signal which would have to be at a frequency not far remo,*ed from 
2.45 CHz, but whose power density would be maay orders of .magni- 
tude lower than the density of the outgoing power beam. Adequata 
filtering would have to be carried out at eack of the thousands oi radi- 
ating modules. In the second approach, filtering it; necessary at only 
one location at the two interferometers. 
4. The "conjugation" approach eliminates the impact of mechanical dis-  
tortion while the "interferometer" or preferred approach does not. 
However, it is believed that the structur e, although rotated on tracks, 
w i l l  not bend nor distort sufficiently while it is being rotated to be a 
major factor in the proper phasing of the outgoing beam. To reach 
this conclusion, it is necessary to assure that the tracks wil' not de- 
viate from a plane by more than - t 0.25". Precision leveling proce- 
dures that have an accuracy expressed in feet of 0.02 idistance in milee 
can be used ir conjunction with vertically adjustable tracks to  main- 
tain this accuracy. 
5. Allowance is being made in the design to pern,,t retrofitthg the system 
to use the conjugation system if that should become desirable at  some 
later date, for example, to check out the components for the SPS 
(Solar Power Satellite). 
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2 . 5  - Cost Minimization Procedures 
2.5.1 Int roduction 
It is known a priori  that the life cycle cost associateL w th the cost of the 
structure and equipment that will form the microwave beam and the cost of the 
00 cycle electrical energy needed to operate the system over its assumed life- 
time w i l l  represent a substantial portion of the life cycle cost 0; the H A P P  system 
which .:lcludes the vehicle. 
will  minimize the life cycle cost of the niicrowave power transmission system, 
where life cycle cost is defined as the sum of the initial cost of the CMPTS and the 
cost of prime bO cycle energy consumed during the life of the system. 
miniiiiization procedure will he the principle determinant of the physical and 
electrical size of the GMPTS. 
In this section we will present an  analysis which 
The cost 
As background to  this section, it should be pointed out that minimization of 
the cost of the microwave transmission sys tem as a whole without the restrictions 
introduced by the vehicle would involve the size and power density uf the rectenna 
as variables in the analysis. 
rectenna have been set  by the demands of the HAPP vehicle which has now been 
reasonably well defined. 
cos: oi the GMPTS and the cost of energy consumed by it. 
* 
However, the physical size and power density of the 
This limits the cost minimization procedure t o  the initial 
In this section the cost minimization procedure will f i r s t  be developed. The 
reader who is interested i n  only t k  rerp~rltn ~ ? h ~ c ! d  X&A- to Section 2.5.5 where 
the resulting eqtations are discussed. 
2.5.2 Derivation of Expression for Minimum Life Cycle Cost of the GMPTS 
Life cycle cost is defined as follows: 
Life Cycle Cost = Antenna Cost t Power Cos1 t Energy Cost ( 1  ) 
~~ ~~ - 
9: See Section 2.0 of reference 2 .2  for s ich an analysis k s e d  on initial cost only. 
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The antenna cost and the power cost determine the initial cost of generating 
the microwave beam while the third t e r m  represents  the cost of the energy taken 
f rom a public utility o r  other source during the useful life of the system. 
The terms’ in  expression (1 )  can be expressed in t e r m s  of interrelated 
parameters  as follows: 
c =  
c =  
At = 
a =  
Pt = 
m =  
b =  
c =  
- 
“1 - 
bc P 
aAt + mPt +A 
n: 
Life cycle cost. 
Transmitting antenna area. 
Antenna cost per unit area. 
Total radiated microwave power. 
Cost of equipment to  convert 60 cycle power to  microwave power per 
kilowatt of radiated microwave power. 
Total number of hours i n  life cycle multiplied by duty cycle t o  allow 
for  variation in output power level. 
Cost of 60 - energy per kW-hr.  
Conversion efficiency f rom 60 - power to  microwave radiated power. 
As previously indicated, the f i r s t  two k r m s  in (1) and ( 2 )  represent the 
initial cost of the system. 
s t ructure  while the second t e r m  represents  the cost of the equipment and com- 
ponents to convert raw 60 cycle pofver into radiated microwave power. 
The firs: t e r m  represents  the cost of the antenna 
The setting up oi equation (L) assumes that the production of similar 
systems has reached the point where the transmitting modules which contain 
both antenna and power components have reached a standard cost Level SO that the 
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antenna cost is linearly proportional t o  i t s  area and that the power cost is pro-  
portional to the transmitted microwave power Pt. 
in the proportionality constants a and m in the first and second terms of expres- 
sion (2). 
This assumption is reflected 
NOW Pt in equation (2) may be expressed in t e r m s  of the peak dc power 
density pd at the center of the rectenna, the wavelength 1 used for transmission, 
the distance h between the transmitting antenna and the rectenna, and the over-  
all rectenna efficiency n2 by using the expression for the gain of a uniformly il-- 
luminated transmitting aperture. pd  /n2 is the microwave power density at the 
center of the receiving aperture  
* 
2 2  P d h  1 
P a  (3) 
At "2 t 
This relationship is made more  clear by reference t o  Figure 2.15. Equation 
(3) gives the power density at the rectenna i n  t e r m s  of the other parameters ,  at  
a point directly above the antenna. The received power density at the outside of 
the containment area, however, is reduced as shown, and this reducticn and how 
i t  is accounted for i n  the cost equation will be discussed later. 
When the value for  Pt in  equation (3) is substituted into equation (2), equation 
(4) below is obtained. 
2 2  P d h  k 
(4 1 
"2 
The object is to  find the transmitting antenna area At that gives minimum 
cost. 
pression se t  eqaal to zero. 
To do this (4) is differentiated with respect to At and the resulticg ex- 
If this is done At, is found to  be 
* Slightly better performance can be predicted f rom a m o r e  involved analytical 
but the additional complexity is not warranted by the small differ-  procedure, 
ence in results. 
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DC Power Density at Center 
- t t  P A n2 
A' hz 
- 
Power in Beam = 
Pd/2 is 
pt 
2 n D  
=- 
Figure 2.15 Diagram showing the Interrelationships Between the 
CMPTS Parameters of Radiating Module Size,  
Overall Transmitting Antenna Area, and Emitted 
Microwave Power, and Microwave Power Cansity 
received by HAPP Vehicle as Fupction of Altitude 
and Off -Axi s  Location 
n 
d 
= Ah *tm rpd L"' 
f 
m +  
If ( 5 )  is substituded into equation (2), the minimum cost, Cm, is found 
to be 
L -1 
If b is se t  t o  0 ,  then the minimum initial cost is: 
Then the ratio of minimum life cycle cost  Cm t o  minimum initial cost  
cmi is: 
'm 
'mi 
The value of the constant ''at1 and therefore the "minimum cost' '  i n  the pre- 
vious equations is dependent upon the area required t o  contain the maneuvering 
of an LTA or  the circling of an airplane. Presumably the HAPP vehicle would 
s t i l l  need the same requirement fo r  power density f rom i ts  rectenna at  the edge of 
the containment area, but the power density is down f rom that at zenith by the factor 
(sin x / x ) ~ ,  where x is dependent on the radiating module width as shown in  Figure 
2.15, so the power radiated from the t ransmi t te r  and therefore Pd would have t o  be 
increased by the factor (x/s in  X) . The required increase in power may be reduced 
by decreasing the size of the radiating module. 
additional cost because the cost of the phase control electronics for the radiating 
module remains fixed regardless  of the size of the module, at least over thz 
2 
However, this introduces an 
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The impact of the physical s ize  of the module may be taken into account by 
breaking the factor a, the unit area cost of the antenna, into two principle com- 
ponents, designated al and a a is the cost associated with the mater ia l  and 
fabrication cost of the slotted waveguide sections. 
and therefore  the total cost  of the slotted waveguide sections may be obtained by 
multiplying al by A,. a2 is associated with the costs of the phase control elec- 
tronics,  associated mechanical components, and their  interfacing with the res t  
of the antenna system. Its cost for each radiating module tends to be the same 
regardless of the s ize  of the radiating module so that the total cost in the t r ans -  
mitting a r r a y  is equal t o  kl At/! where k is the cost of the components for 
each radiating module and 1 is the side dimension of the radiating module; that 
2 
is a2 = kl/! . 
2 '  1 
It tends t o  &.emain constant 
2 
1 
The equations ( 6 )  and ( 7 ) D  modified for flight radius rC, then become 
112 
remains the same as  in oquation (8). mi, r The ratio at C to c 
C mD rc 
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In equations (9) and (10) the correcting t e r m s  involving the s ize  of the ra- 
diating module increase the cost of the t ransmit ter  and this increasing cost be- 
comes most significant if the angular deviation of the beam f r o m  zenith becomes 
more  than about 3O.  However, the inc-.ease in  cost may be mimimized for each  
value of angular deviation by a suitable choice of the s ize  of the radiating module. 
The combined additional cost of the phase control electronics and the addi- 
tional radiated power required to  bring the rectenna power up  to full level when 
the a i rc raf t  is at the edge of the containment area is represented by the multipli- 
cation factor 
(11) 
X M.: - sin x 
This important factor M can be minimized by a tradeoff between the cost 
of additional radiated power output and the cost  of additional electronics for  more 
radiating modules once the containment area of the H A P P  vehicle is specif,?d. 
The minimization of M will be discussed in  some detail in  Section 2.5.5. 
2.5.3 Microwave Power Dena;ty at the Transmitting Antenna Face for  
Minimum Life Cycle Cos: - :d as Given Uniquely by the Ratio - of the Cost Pa rame te r s  a and m t bc/nl 
c 
If the expression Pt for the radiated power f r o m  the transmitting antenna 
(equation 3) is divided by the transmitting antenna area Atm for  minimum cost,  then 
we obtain the microwave power density at the transmitt ing antenna face which is 
of general interest. Moreover, it is found that the power density for minimum cos t  
is equal to the ratio of the cost parameter  a to the s u m  of the power cos t  parameter  
m and the energy used during the life cycle. The expression follows: 
Power density at the transmitting antenna = a (12 1 
face for minimum life cycle cost m t bc/ "1 
2.44 
This is a rather remarkable result and follows from the fact that the ex- 
pression for power density is the same as equation (3) except that At in the de- 
nominator is changed to At . When equation (5) is inserted into equation (3), the 
substitution results in cancelling out all of the terms except those in equation (12) 
So the power density for minimum cost of the transmitter is independent of wave- 
2 
length, distance between the transmitter and rectenna, and the dcpower density 
cutput and efficiency of the rectenna. P 
2.5.4 Limitations on Applications of Analysis in 2.5.2 
1 
The analysis of cost in 2.5.2 is made possible by the use of the gain ex- 
pression for an antenna from which the ratio of peak power density Pd at the 
center of the antenna pattern to the total power radiated from an aperture area 
may be found. For many applications, the receiving area is sufficiently small so 
that the average power density over the receiving area approximates closely the 
peak power density at the center. Even though the rectenna area for the lighter- 
than-air vehicle is large, the equations derived in Section 2.5.2 still give approxi- 
mately correct results. This is particularly true if the shape of the transmitting 
antenna on the ground approximates the shape of the rectenna, as is the case of 
the design of the GMPTS for the lighter-than-air high altitude vehicle. 
2.5.5 Using  the Expressions of Cost for Sensitivity Analysis 
The cost equations bring together all of the important design parameters 
'nto simple formulae that reveal by inspection how the parameters affect the cost. 
Some of the relationships are nonintutitive. For example, the minimum cost 
varies lineraly with the separation distance h and the wavelength A and not as  
the square as  is suggested by an intuitive application of the inverse square law. 
The cost varies as the one half power of the l l a l ' ,  l l r n l l  , and "bc" cost pa- 
rameters and thus the cost is not as  sensitive to these parameters as might be 
intuitively thought. 
2.45 
There are some relationships, however, that deserve further discussion. 
An examination of equation (6) for minimum life cycle cost indicates the import- 
ance of the energy term bc/nl. m is typically $200 while bc/nl would amount 
typically to $730 in only one year if  the facility were operated at fu l l  duty cycle. 
Hence, under the assumption of f u l l  duty cycle use, the cost is much more sen- 
sitive to the energy that the GMPTS requires than to the construction of the power 
portion of the facility. 
However, as suggested by Figure 2.3, the duty cycle for the LTA if very 
But, be- low if it is not necessary for the vehicle to cruise to maintain altitude. 
cause the complete system including the LTA and the GMPTS is designed to oper- 
ate most efficiently when the rectenna is producing 200 kilowatts of power, it is 
found that both the rectenna and the GMPTS w i l l  work at comparatively poor effi- 
ciency when the microwave power transmission system is required to operate with 
five kilowatts of power output from the rectenna. Consequently, the effective duty 
cycle w i l l  be considerably higher than that derived directly from Figure 2.3. 
It is obvious, however, that the microwave -power- transmis sion- sys tem 
life cycle cost for an LTA system, which requires power only to counteract the 
drag effects of the wind, w i l l  be considerably less than for an airplane or a heli- 
copter system. 
Another area that needs further discussion is the cost related to the con- 
tainment area required by the air vehicle for maneuvering, because the costs a r e  
rerv sensitive to this containment area. The increased cost factor is given by 
e5uaCjon (11). In Figure 2.16, M in equation (11) is plotted as a function of 1, 
t a p  s h e  dimension of the radiating module, for three different values of off-zenith 
zngle, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025 radians (5.72, 2.86, and 1.43 degrees). Assumptions 
for cost cf a l  and k are $100 each. k includes the cost of the phase control elec- 
tronics for each module and the cost of integrating them into the phase control 
system. Figure 2.16 indicates that the minimum cost of a system that allows for 
an off-axis angle of 5.72 degrees is twice that of a system that needs only 1.43 
degrees of off -zenith operation. 
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Figure 2. 16 Value of the Cost Multiplier Factor M (Equation (11) ) a s  a Function 
of the Side Dimension of the Radiating Module and the  Off-Axis 
Location of the HAPP Vehicle. Off-Axis Angle is  expressed i n  
Te rms  of Radians. 
t o  an Off-Axis Location of 1 Kilometer at an Altitude of 20 Kilo- 
meters.  
tion (1 l). 
0 . 0 5  Radian is 2.87 Degrees and Corresponds 
A Value of $100 was used for Both a l  and a2 in Equa- 
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Table 2.1 has been prepared to show the cost sensitivity to substantial 
variations in the various factors that go into the cost equations. The life cycle 
cost of the system is remarkably insensitive to substantial errors in estimating 
any one factor. 
about two to one. 
For the LTA HAPP system, the range of the life cycle cost is  
Table 2.1 also shows a number of other interesting costs and tec'nnical 
characteristics, including antenna, power, and energy costs, antenna area, max- 
imum radiated power, aperture to aperture efficiency, maximum radiated power 
density, and maxirnum radiated power per magnetron. This latter characteristic 
is of particular importance and indeed is found to be a principal determinant of 
the final dimensions or scale of the reference system, as  described in Section 3.0. 
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2.6 Conversion of 60-Cycle Power Into Filtered DC Power -
The conversion of 60-cycle power into fi l tered dc power is a straightfor- 
ward technology. 
necessary filtering components to reduce the ripple to the needed level. 
if  the dc power must be supplied within a narrow voltage rance, it would 
ordinarily be necessary, becausz of the variability in the supply 60-cycle voltage, 
to use the equivalent of a 60-cycle t ransformer with a va-Sying turns ratio o r  to 
introduce a varying resistance in ser ies  with the dc load. 
buck-boost coil located in the magnetron package and controlled by the e r r o r  
signal resulting from a comparison of the actual output with an output reference 
would e l i m h t e  the need for such procedures. 
It simply involves a three-phast full-wave rectifier and the 
However, 
It is presumed that the 
Normally, the cost of the inductance and capacitance to achieve a well 
filtered dc output would be considerable. Again, the buck-boost coil promises to 
eliminate a considerable amount of fi l ter  inductance and capacitance by varying 
the magnetic field a t  a sufficiently rapid rate  to keep the power output constant. 
However, this will  introduce a small amount of internal phase c - -nge in the mag- 
netron directional amplifier with which the relative slow response of the corrective 
circuity cannot cope. The question that is raised i s  how much phase modulation 
can be tolerated in P non-communication system where the phase ripple would 
have the effect of only a minor distortion of the beam. 
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2* RFI-EMI Considerations 
Radio frequency interference, o r  in a larger seas8 electronmagl?etic in- 
terference, irom the GMPTS is solely associated with the microwave generators. 
The low noise level found in the c o m c n  microwave oven magnetron was 
an important discovery encountered in the assessment of the magnetron directional 
amplifier for the SPS. It was found that the oidinary microwave oven siagietron 
selected at random and run from a well-filtered dc power sapply and with the ex- 
ternal source of filament power removed after it was used to start the tube opera- 
tion characteristically had a spectral noise density (noise in 1-Hz bandwidth) that 
was 160 dB below the carrier at all frequencies removed from tile carrier by more 
than 20 MHz (other than the harmonic frequencies) (2.4, 2.6). 
This w % j  also found to be the case when the magnetron. w a s  combined with 
a ferrite circulator and operated as a directional arnp!ifier. The noise level found 
is so low that the GMPTS should not be a source of interfarence to uses of the 
frequency spectrum outside of the ISM (Industrial Scientific Band) band that ex- 
tends from 2.4 to 2.5 GHz.  The ISM band is reserved for such aon cosmunica- 
tions-applications of the spectrum as the microwave oven, medical diathermy, 
and scientific investigations, etc. 
It was also found that,based upon measurements of harmonic output from 
the magnetron directio:lal amplified 2.6, 2. l0)and upon further attenuation of the 
harmonic radiation by the slotted waveguide array(2.10) that the radiated harmonic 
energy would probably be so low that it would not be a source of interference. 
Direct measurement 0- harmonic output from the magnetron indicated that these 
were 70 dB to 90 dB down from the carrier. From the measurements L i  reference 
2.13 there appeared to be a further reduction of the harmonic level by 30 dB. 
.h the event that there should still be some residual harmonic interference, 
it is possible to put additional filtering into the output of the magnetron and reduce 
the level further by 30 to 40 dB, as w a s  done experimentally in Section 8.0 of 
reference 2.4. 
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Although low noise very close to the carrier is not considered essential 
for this application, measurements of this noise were found to be low. For 
example, the noise in a 1 kHz band 10 l-Hz remo- ed from the carrier is 110 dB 
below the carrier level. ( 2 . 6 )  
2.8 Thermal Design 
The thermal design of the GMPTS is relatively straightforward an3 simple. 
A l l  the components that may need cooling, such as  the magnetron directional 
amplifiers and possibly the input &-cycle transformers, a re  air-cooled. E; ch 
magnetron has its own cooling fins as an integral part of the package. A small 
blower fan is used to cool each individual magnetron. I€ for some reason the fan 
becomes inoperative and the magnetron overheats, the temperature rise is seised 
and the buck-boost coil is given an input which provides a high magnetic field 
which reduces the ;node current flow in the magnetron to near zero. This elimi- 
nates the backheating of the filament so that the filament cools off in a few seconds. 
Then when the magnetic field in the buck-boost coil is restored to its normal 
value, the cold filament prevents the tube from starting until programmed to do SO. 
The expansion and contraction of the entire array with temperature is a 
factor that must be taken into consideration in focussing the microwave beam, 
but the correction for this can be easily made, as discusred in Section 3.2.5. 
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2 . 9  Mechanical Design 
The details of the mechanical design of the GMPTS are  addressed to vary- 
ing degrees depending upon the area of interest. 
module and the subarray are  dealt with in considerable detail, while the design of 
the supporting structure for  the subarrays is minimally discussed. 
The designs of the radiating 
The principal thrust in this study has been the conceptual design of the 
The major interface of this design with the microwave portion of the GMPTS. 
mechanical design of the GMPTS is through an estimate of the weight of the micro- 
wave subarrays, and with imposing tolerances on the flatness of the bed upon 
which the antenna rotates. 
No attention has been given to the subject of a radome or other environ- 
mental protection which the GMPTS m a y  need in many geographicel locations. 
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3.0 DESIGN OF THE GROUND-BASED MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM - GMPTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Based upon the discussions in  Section 2 . 0  that includes some discussion 
of decisions that were made prior to the study covered by this report ,  it has been 
concluded that the GMPTS design will be an active phased a r r a y  that will be elec- 
tronically steerable t c  focus the microwave beam upon the rectenna i n  the IIAPP 
(High Altitude Powered Platform). It will a lso be mechanically rotatable on a flat 
horizontal plane on the earth 's  surface to  keep the linearly polarized rectenna 
aligned with the linearly polarized transmitting antenna. 
To help understand the basic design concept of the GMPTS, it is helpful 
t o  visualize i ts  physical construction o r  appearance as being of a modularized 
nature, consisting of a hierarchy of two modules. The smallest module is the 
radiating module which consists of a section of slotted waveguide radiator,  0.56 
square meter  in  a rea ,  and i t s  phase contro; circuits. 
modules (''RM's") are gathered together into a subarray which adds the functions 
of microwave power generation, power amplitude control, and microwave power 
distribution to  the radiating modules. 
assembled to compose the 39 x 78 meter  GMPTS, which adds the functions of beam 
steering, microwave excitation circuitry,  and the source of the dc power. 
overall  composition of the GMPTS is shown in Figure 3.1. 
ditional data on the t ransmit ter  design. 
Four  of these radiating 
1352 of these subarrays,  (rrSA1sl ' )  are 
The 
Table 3.1 gives ad- 
It should be understood that the specific areas of the individual radiating 
module and of the entire transmitting antenna are not necessarily those that 
would be arrived at if it were determined t o  go ahead with a system. 
i f  the system were built in  Florida, it would not be necessary for the system to  
withstand 95 knotwinds and EO the system would be considerably smal?er .  And 
because it is not now known with a high degree of certainty how rnuch rcom will 
be required for maneuvering or circling flight of the LTA HAPP, the costs would 
be different I han those obtair.ed by assuming a maximum off-zenith excursion of 
0.75 ki1ometc.r. 
For example, 
And if  the GMPTS were +o be used for a system in which the 
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Table 3. 1 
DATA ON CMPTS 
Total area of the transrr-itting antenna 
Dimensions of the transmitting antenna 
\\:avelength of radiation 
h l i c r o w a v e  power density on rectenna at 
distance of 2 0  kilometers 
Radiated microwave power when pointed 
at zenith 
Radiated p o w r  when pointed at  edge of 
confine me nt a re a 
Maximum 60 cycle power taken from utility 
Number of subarrays in  antenna 
Number of radiating modules 
Normal range of scan angle 
Microwave power source 
Method €or tractcing translational 
position of vehicle 
Beam pointing control 
h l e thod  f n r  tracking angular position 
of vchiclc  
2 3042 mete r s  
39 x 78 me te r s  
0,1226 mete r  
2 500 watts /meter 
988 kilowatts 
11 76 kilowatts 
1960 kilowatts 
13 52 
5408 
t 4 degrees in  all direction€ - 
Microwave oven magnetron 
operated as directional 
amplifie r 
Microwave int e r f e rome t e r 
aided by amplitude senso r s  
on vehicle 
Digital phase -shifting 
mat r ix  that controls phase 
at radiat .  ig module level 
Yaw sensors  on vehicle 
controlling mechanical 
rotation of GMPTS 
3 . 3  
vehicle was an airplane, a larger transmitting antenna t o  increase the t ransfer  
efficiency of energy would be desirable. 
Additional understanding of the broader aspects of the GMPTS may be ob- 
tained by examining i t s  interaction with the ITA-HAPP vehicle. 
with the aid of Figure 3.2. 
of information between the LTA HAPP vehicle and the GMPTS. 
This is done 
As Figure 3 .2  indicates, there  is considerable flow 
The GMPTS is concisely defined i n  Figure 3.2 as a means of (1 ) generating 
a microwave beam of varying power level, (2)  pointing and focussing the beam 
on the rectenna and (3) maintaining alignment of the polarization of the microwave 
beam with that of the LTA-HAPP. 
and angular attitude of the LTA and to i t s  power requirements. 
The GMPTS is essentially slaved to  the position 
Data send from the yaw sensor  i n  the LTA and telemetered to the GMPTS 
controls the mechanical rotation of the GMPTS. 
In cooperation with a pilot microwave beam mounted at the center of the rec- 
tenna in  the LTA, microwave interferometerL i n  the GMPTS t rack  the position 
of the LTA and provide data for pointing the microwave beam at the LTA. The 
output data f r o m  the interferometer can also be used to  define the - caordinate 
position of the LTA and these coordinates are telemetered to  the navigation systerz-. 
internal t o  the LTA. 
Because the control of the microwave beam pointing by the interferometers 
is not a closed loop system, amplitude sensors  a r e  added to the front, back, and 
two sides of the rectenna and their  outputs interconnected to  produce e r r o r  sig- 
nals i f  the microwave beam is not centered on the rectenna. 
are telemetered to the ground and used as a vernier adjustment of the beam 
pointing . 
These e r r o r  signals 
The microwave power crutput f rom the GMPTS is controlled by a telemetered 
signal f rom the navigation control center on the I T A .  The navigation control 
system reacts  t o  any position change of the vehicles, as relayed to it frorn the 
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Internal Navigation Control 
Pilot Beam 
S e a m  Centering Amplitude Sensor 
os it ion Information 
YAW Sensor 
A 
r 
I Y T A - H A P P  Vehicle 1 
I CMPTS I 
Maintaining Angular Alignment 
ith Rectenna (Mechanical Rotation] 
- ~~ ~ 
Microwave Power Generation and 
Amplitude Control - 
I I - I 
Microwave Micro- 
processor - TI Pointing and Focusing Int e r f e romete r 
w . -  
Figure 3.2 Diagram Indicating t h t  Flow of Information Bet-veen 
the GMPTS and the LTA-HAPP Vehicle and How 
This Information is Used to  Control the Pointing 
of the Beam,to Maintain Polarization Alignment of 
the GMPTS and the Rectenna, and to  Control the 
Level of Microwave Power Density Upon the Rectenna. 
3.5 
microwave interferometers on the GMPTS, by calling for a change i n  microwave 
power radiation. 
The design of the interferometer tracking system calls for  a two-axes 
gimbal mount of the interferometers so that the plane established by the ends of 
the fear horns is parallel to the plane of the phase front of the pilot beam. The 
gimbal mount itself is rigidly attacned to  the rotating GMPTS structure  so that 
the interferometer  X and Y axes remain aligned with the X and Y axes of the 
GMPTS a s  it rotates. 
being pointed at the rectenna although the longitudinal axis of the rectenna and 
the latitudinal axis of the GMPTS may not be precisely aligned as the result  of 
a delay in the rotational tracking response of the GMPTS to a change in LTA 
heading. 
that wil l  need to  be corrected before telemetering to  the guidance system in the 
LTA. 
This arrangement resul ts  in the microwave beam always 
However, a misalignment will result in readings of position coordinates 
Whea the axes of the GMPTS and the rectenna are aligned, the interfer-  
ometer gives readings of the coordinates of a vector drawn f r o m  the zenith to  the 
position of the pilot beam transmit ter  with respect to  the longitudinal and latitudin- 
al axes of the rectenna. 
However, it is possible to relate the rotation of the GMPTS to the ear th 's  fixed 
coardinate system, and thus process the data to  that coordinate system before 
relaying to  the LTA-HAPP. 
The relationship to points of the compass has been lost. 
Although this brief discussion may be helpful in visualizing the physical 
composition of the GMPTS and i t s  interface with the LTA-HAPP vehicle, an 
understanding of how the conceptual design meets the set  of requirements imposed 
upon it must be based upon a consideration of various subsystem functions. Thebe 
subsystems may be grouped as ( 1 )  microwave beam pointing and focussing, and 
maintenance of polarization alignment , ( 2 )  microwave power generation, distribu- 
tion and control of i ts  amplitude, and (3 )  conversion of 60-cycle power into dc 
power. 
breakdown. 
The discussion in  this sectior. of the report ,  therefore ,  will follow that 
3. 6 
A description and discussion of the design that follows will bec3me rapidly 
more complex as the details of the major subsystems and their  interackions with 
each other are examined. The electr ical  complexity is caused in  large measure 
because the transmitting antenna is a n  active p5ased a r r a y  and each radiating 
nTodule must be given instructions with respect t o  the phase and amplitude of i t s  
output power which it must then obey. 
transmitting power, is much less complex and costly than the conventional phased 
a r r ay  used for radar  putposes,  chiefly because the output phase of each radiating 
element (dipole o r  s lot)  does not have t o  be individually controlled. 
design. 64 such radiating elements are combined into one radiating module. On 
the other hand, the power transmiskion a r r a y  handles much more  average power, 
putting a premium upon disassociating the information and po-wer functions of the 
system from each other as much as possible. 
However, this array .ith i ts  function of 
In the GMPTS 
The discussion will s ta r t  with the subject of microwave beam pointing and 
focussing. 
3.2 DesiPn for Microwave Beam Pointing, Focussing, and Retaining 
Polarization Alignment with Rectenna Rotation 
The microwave beam in  the GMPTS has three  requirements imposed upon it: 
(1) It must be focussed to  as small ad iameter  as possible at the rectenna 
location. 
(2) It must be ab le  t o  follow changes in  the rotational attitude of the vehicle. 
(3) It must be ab le  t o  follow changes in  the translational position of the 
vehicle. 
The focussing of the antenna is achieved through boresighting it at zenith 
and providing it with a spherical  phase front centered upon the rectenna at 2 0  
kilometers. 
a "z03m lens" capability by digital programming. 
Subsequently, it is possible to change the focal point to give the a r r a y  
3.7 
The ability of the GMPTS to t rack the LTA-HAPP i n  angular rotation is 
achieved by the mechanical rotation of the transmitting antenna in  response to  
telemetered information from the HAPP vehicle as it changes i ts  angular position. 
The translational position of the air vehicle as measured from the X and Y 
axes of the GMPTS is achieved by using two interferometers which sense the 
angular position of the vehicle with respect to the X and Y axes of the GMPTS. 
The angular position readout is converted into digital information that changes 
the reference phase in  e t c h  of the 54138 radiation modules. 
From the viewpoint of complexity, keeping the microwave beam pointed at the 
rectenna on the HAPP vehicle is the most difficult requirement. Before starting 
the discussion of this subject i t  may be helpful to  refer to  Section 2.4.3 which 
will provide additional insight into the advantages and disadvantages of the "inter- 
ferometer" approach and why it was chosen as the preferred approach. 
3.2.1 Interface of the Phase Control Matrix with the Radiating Module 
As shown in Figure 3.3, the phasing control at the module level consists of 
two inputs. 
tribution matrix. 
position of the HAPP vehicle and the tracking of that change by the interferometer. 
The second phase input, also derived f rom a distribution matrix,  is added to the 
clock phase reference through a digital phase shifter. This function is performed 
at a l o w  power l eve l  so that there  is no need to develop phase shifters that operate 
at high power level for  this application. A five bit phase shifter---one that has a 
resolution of 11.5  ---is proposed. 
One is the reference clock phase derived from the clock phase dis- 
The second phase input is that derived f rom the change in 
0 
The resulting phase shift is used as an input to  the phase comparator which 
compares the reference 
If there is a difference, 
on the output side of the 
to reduce the difference 
phase with the phase of the output of the radiating module, 
the difference will activate a mechanical phase shifter 
microwave generator, through suitable control circuitry 
to near zero. 
2 . 3  , 
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A mechanical phase shifter can be used in this application because the 
phase changes demanded from the system a r e  very slow. 
mechanical phase shifter is that i t  can operate a t  high power levels and within 
the waveguide structure (as  indicated in Figure 3.9). 
The advantage of the 
In the proposed design, the reference phase i s  independent of the phase of 
the output of the microwave generator (before the phase shifter), except that the 
clock phase and the rf drive for the microwave power generation system must 
s tem from the same mas ter  2.45 GHs signal generator a s  shown in Figure 3.3. 
This independence is made possible by providing the mechanical phase shifter 
with a - t 180° phase shifting capability to cover a l l  situat!.ons. 
3.2.2 Phasing Information Generation and Distribution 
This system consists essentially of three parts: (1) the determination of 
the amount of phase control by the interferometric tracking of the pilot signal, 
( 2 )  the digitizing and distribution of the phase information to the phase reference 
sites in each radiation module, and (3) the distribution of the clock phase reference 
to eact, si te and the boresighting of the array. These will be discussed in that 
order. 
3.2.2.1 The Determination of the Amount of Phase Control by the Inter-  
ferometric Tracking of the Pilot Signal: Pilot  Signal Transmitter 
As explained in Sections 2.4.3 and 3.1, and in  Figures 2.14 and 3.2, the 
position of the HAPP vehicle is tracked by two microwave interferometers in com- 
bination with a pilot transmitter located at the center of the rectenna. 
interferometers, one indicating rotation around the X -.xis of the GMPTS ard the 
other around the Y axis of the GMPTS, a r e  mounted on a common gimbal mount 
so that the plane of the mouths of the four horns is parallel to the phase front of 
the signal coming from the pilot beam transmitter. 
The two 
3.10 
The operating principle of a microwave interfeAxneter can perhaps be 
best presented by a descri2tion of the device itself. As shown in Figur o, 3.4, 
there a r e  two horn collectors at the ends of two waveguide arms attached to  two 
ports of a "Magic TI:. The arms differ in length by one quarter of a wavelength 
as measured in the waveguide. Under these circumstances, when the two horns 
are  aligned with the phase front of the beam radiated by the pilot transmitter in 
the HAPP vehicle, equal amounts of power are collected in the E and H arms of 
the "Magic TI'. These powers can be converted to potentials which can be sub- 
tracted from each other to produce a null in the signal output. This null must 
take place when the pilot signal is effectively located on a vercical line running 
through the center of the transmitting antenna. More about boresighting pro- 
cedures will be discussed later. 
Now, when the position of the pilot beam changes, the phase front of the 
beam will arr ive at one of the horns before the other and the power in the E and 
H a r m s  will change, decreasing in  one and increasing in the other, and giving 
an e r r o r  signal with either a negative or positive polarity, depending upon the 
direction of the position change of the HAPP vehicle and i t s  ?Rsociated pilot be, m. 
The e r r o r  signal will be used in a control loop to rotate the interferometer around 
its  axis to again proquce a null (or near null). The mechanical rotation will be 
used to  produce an analog voltage which then becomes the basis of changing the 
phase of the ou-puts of the radiating modules, as discusbed in  Section 3.2.2.2. 
The sensitivity or the ability of the interferometer to  resolve the angular 
displacement of the plane of the hc. .n ends f rom the plane of the incoming wave 
is very great. 
o r  boresighted. 
essential  to  recognize that the boresighting oil +\e antenna range must be t rans-  
lated into a boresighting at vertical zenith when the interferometer is - 3sitiontd 
on i ts  mount on the CMPTS. 
However, i ts  accuracy will depend upon how well it is calibrated 
The boresighting can be done on an antenna range, but it is 
3. ' 1  
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ferometers a r e  used, One Tracking the LTA Around the Y - A x i s  
of the GMPTS and the Other Around the X-Axis of the GMPTS. 
Two Inter- 
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The degree of sensitivity achievable depends upon the noise level of the 
receiver and the power level of the arriving signal. Calculations that have been 
made indicated that, for  a resolution of one meter at 20,000 meters,a signal output 
of about eight watts in the pilot t ransmit ter  is adequate. Calculations were  based 
upon the theoretical noise level of a receiver with a bandwidth of 100 kHz, much 
wider than actually necessary for  the highly stabilized frequency of the transmitted 
signal generator. For this computation, an effective aperture  of 4X2 f o r  each of 
the .ornC, and a aistance between the horns of one me te r  were  assumed. The 
t ransmit ter  was assumed to  have an aperture area of 0.25 mete r  which would 
place i t s  half powe:. points at 2 6 degrees,  and provide it with a gain of approxi- 
mately 300. 
be desirable to  mount the pilot t ransmit ter  on a gimbal and have i t  point directly 
towards the GMPTS at all times, using the phase front of the 2.45 GHz power beam 
as a phase front reference. (208) Under these circumstances,  the aperture  area of 
t h e  transmitting antenna could be substantially increased with a resulting substan- 
tial reduction in the amount of radiated power. 
2 
If there  is extensive rolling or pitching of the HAPP vehicle, i t  may 
In Section 2.4.3 it was explained that one of the distinct advantages of the 
interferometric approach o .et that of the retrodirect  ve a r r a y  sys tem employing 
conjugation at each of the 5408 radiation mo6ules was the ability t o  attenuate out 
any 2.45 h:Hz signal arriving at the 5orn faces by using the waveguide itself i n  
the interferometer as a cutoff filter. By selecting a pilot beam frequerlcy of 
3500 MHz, that is within the range of frequencies allocated €or radiolocation appli- 
cations, and then selecting a waveguide whose cutoff frequency is 3200 MHz, it ie 
calculated from readily available expressions that the attenuation of a 2.45 GHz 
signal would be 3'74 dB per  meter  or 18'7 dB in each nalf-meter arm of the inter-  
ferometer.  In addition, it is computed tha; the directivity of the horn as well as 
the directivity of the outgoing beam would limit the pickcp a€ the a\.;;oing 2.45 MHz 
signal to  about one milliwatt in each of the horns. 
watts of power at  3500 MHz radiated by the pilot t ransmit ter .  only about 2 x 
milliwatts will be collected by each of the interferometer horns. But nearly all 
of this will reach the "Magic TI' while the 2.45 MHz one milliwatt eignal will be 
attenuated to 2 x 
On the other hand, of the eight 
milliwattb. The ratio of the two signals then is over 100 dB. 
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F r o m  the foregoing discussion and specific design scenario, it is evident 
that the interferometer arrangement and the associated pilot beam a r e  relatively 
straightforward. A det;!iZed design of the interferometer and pilot beam, however, 
would have to take many different parameters  into account to optimize the design. 
Some of these parameters would be frequency and power level of the source of 
microwave power for  the pilot beam, the area of the pilot beam antenna, the size 
and design a ; i  the receiving %oms, 2nd thl: length of the interferometer arms.  
3.2.2.2 Digitizing and Distributing Phase change Information-Mathematical 
Modeling 
The coupling of the output of t h e  interferometers to the portion of the phase 
control system that distributes phase change information to the p k s e  comparators 
in each of the 5408 radiating modules is show-a in Figure 3.5. 
The output of the two interferometers is in the form of a dc voltage co r re -  
sponding to their respective angular positions around the X and Y axis. The dc 
voltages are derived f rom precision potentiometers. 
to digital signals that correspond to one-half the a m o m t  of phase shift that should 
take place between pny two adjacent radiating modules in the X direction and in the 
Y direction to recenter the beam on the target. 
The dc voltages a r e  changed 
These two digital signals, a and b, a r e  distributed along the X and Y axes 
where they are multiplied by a whole number m ( 2  -1/ Iml) o r  n (2 -1/ Inl) co r re s -  
panding to tke row o r  column number, m or  n, with m = n = 0 defining the Y and 
X aces. 
at each ra2iating element where they converge a re  added together to become a 
change to t h r  input of the digital phase shifter. 
output of the digital phase shifter is then added to the clock phase reference to be- 
come the input to the phase comparator (Figure 3.3). 
These signals a r e  then sent along their  respective rows and columns and 
?lie resulting phase change in the 
3.14 
x 
I 
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The arithmetic operations thtt occur at each radiating module could pre- 
sumably be easily integrated into the digital phase shifter so that an additional, 
separate component for this operation would not be necessary. 
It is recognized that the digitized phase reference signal will need frequent 
updating that corresponds to a changing PO ,ition of the HAPP vehicle. 
the updating procedure is very fast because only two digitized signals, a and b, 
corresponding to changes in the two interferometer postions around the X and Y 
axes, respectively, a r s  involved. Each radiating module does its own rapid 
arithmetic on the phase references. I€ the vehicle is moving at 20 meters per 
second, then the speed of updating need be no more than 20 times a second which 
could be easily handled by the proposed system. 
However, 
The digitizing and distribution of the phase change information to the ra- 
diating modules may be mathematically modelled, as follows: 
Let X be the long .xis of the array 
Let Y be the short axis of the array 
Let n be the number assigned to the position of the radiating module on 
either side of the X axis and m be the number assigned to the position of the ra- 
diating module on either side of the Y axis. Jn the specific GMPTS design being 
proposed as a "reference" design, m runs from - 52 to t52, and n runs from 
-26 to t26. 
Let am be the phase related to the column of modules parallel to the Y 
axis caused by tracking HAPP vehicle around the Y axis. 
Let an be the phase rt'.ated to the row of modules parallel to the X a x i s  
caused by tracking the HAPP vehicle around the X axis. 
Then the phase of the m n  th module is 
- 
Qmn - + 
3.16 
where 
separation distance between radiating module centers. The reason that 1 /2  rather 
than I is used is because the edges of the first module m = 1 and n = 1 are on the 
center lines (Y and X axes) of the array. 
is the rotation of the interferameter around the Y d s ,  and 1 is the 
Y 
Likewise, the digitized phase shift signal,b,which travels along the Y axis 
is given by 
where 8 is the rotation of the interferometer about the X axis. 
It follows then that the phase shift for m = 1 is a; for m = 2 it is 3a; for 
m = 3 it is 5a; for m = -1 it is -a; for m = -2  it is -3a; etc. 
This can be expressed mathematically as 
Likewise 
It w i l l  be recalled from Figure 3.3 that the phase of the power emitted by 
the n m  th radiating module is the s u m  of the clock phase reference and the phase 
shift derived from the digital phase shift bus. Hence, any perturbation of the clock 
phase caused by temperature shift or other sources w i l l  impact the radiated phase 
and must be taken into account. Likewise, changing the focus of the beam w i l l  
also change the outgoing phase. These two topics are  handled in Section 3 . 2 . 5  
and 3.2.4 respectively. 
3. 17 
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3.2.2.3 Distribution of Clock Phase Reference and Boresighting 
One of the most interesting problems in this design study w a s  how to im- 
plement the clock phase reference at each phase comparator eite in the radiating 
module. Carrying this out in an appropriate manner is equivalent to boresighting 
the emitted microwave beam from the leveled face of the transmitting antenna on 
a focal point at 20 kilometers located at zenith. 
This boresighting should be carried out so that it eliminates the effect of 
mechanical tolerances in the construction of each radiating module. In effect this 
means carrying out the calibration by comparing the calibrating reference phase 
with the phase of the emitted signal above the face of the radiating module. I€ 
possible, the calibration should also compensate for any vertical irregularities 
in the mechanical structure of the array, which implies that the output phase of 
the array be compared .with +&e calibrating reference phase in ansimaginary flat 
plane above the array. This flat plane can be established by a laser beam or 
other method. 
The proposed calibration procedure makes use of the observation that the 
phase of the emittel power from a slotted waveguide module with an 0.75 meter 
side dinlension is substantially uniform over a large part of its central area. 
That is, a probe mounted a short distance above the surface can be moved several 
wavelengths from the center without apprcciable change in the phase of the emitted 
signal that it picks up. To check this,out phase measurements were made at a 
distance of 25 centimeters above the surface of the proposed radia’iing module 
shown in Figure 2.6 for a distance of 30 centimeters along both the vertical and 
horizontal axis and found to vary less than - + 5O. These measurements are  further 
described in Section 4.0. 
The second principle that is used, in combination with the constant phase 
above a radiating module described in the,  revious paragraph, is the use of a 
laser beam that is modulated with a 2.45 GHa aignal. This modulated laser beam 
: a  emitted from a location at the center of the array and is aimed at a reflector 
w-ounted above one of the radiating modules,as shown in Figure 3.6 and in more 
3. 18 
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detail in Figure 3.7. Most of the laser beam signal is reflected from f -  
flector to be demodulated at the origin of the laser beam but a small ai .owA is 
coupled off at the reflector site and demodulated to become the calibratlng ref- 
erence signal. As shown in Figure 3.7, the reflector is moved in position until 
a null is obtained in a phase comparator which compares the phase of the 2.45 
CHz modulating signal applied to the outgoing laser beam and the 2.45 GHz de- 
modulated signal from the reflected portion of the beam. 
re- 
If this same procedure is followed when moving the reflector from one 
radiating module to another, then all of the modules should receive the same 
calibrating reference phase for the phase comparison that w i l l  take place in a 
phase comparator located above the slotted waveguide array surface. This phase 
comparator is identified as phase comparator B in Figure 3.7. 
The relationship between the calibrating reference phase obtained from 
the laser beam and the permanent clock reference phase is shown in Figure 3.6. 
The clock phase originates from the center of the array and is distributed by wave- 
guide to all of the 5408 radiating modules. No attempt is made for mechanical 
precision in this distribution, but it is essential that once installed there is no 
lengthening or shortening of the distribution system without repeating the bore- 
sighting procedure. 
compensated for; see Section 3.2.5. ) 
(Lengthening or shortening from temperature change can be 
It is also convenient to have the laser transmitter at the center of the 
transmitting antenna although this is not F ‘sential. It is essential, however, that 
the face of the laser transmitter and receiver be placed over the center of rota- 
tion of the laser transmitter moduie and that it be close to the center of the radi- 
ating modules. 
through the same port. ) It is also essential during the calibration procedure that 
the scurce of a 2.45 GHz signal for the clock reference phase also be used for  the 
2.45 GHz modulating signal for the laser and that the 2.45 GHz transmission line 
length to the laser module be held constant throughout the calibration procedure. 
(It is probable that in practice the laser w i l l  transmit and receive 
3.20 
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With the laser beam calibration reference system operating and the source 
of the clock reference signal turned on, we are now in a position to proceed with 
the boresighting. The calibration is accomplished without turning on the micrr - 
wave power generation and distribution system. Instead, the clock phase refer - 
ence distribution channel is used as  a convenient source of 2.45 GHz signal, as  
denoted by the takeoff connection "C" in Figure 3.7 at the aCjacent radiatingmodule. 
A mechanical phase shifter is inserted in cascade with the cable connected to I C "  
and the other end of the cable is connected to a port in the waveguide that excites 
the radiating module and at a location which is after the mechanical phase shifter 
but before the probe to the phase comparator A that samples the phase of the 
power going into the slotted waveguide array. 
The phase of the input signal from takeoff "C" is then adjusted by means of 
the auxilliary phase shifter to give a null signal in phase comparator B located in 
front of the slotted waveguide array. The f ina l  step in the baresighting is to then 
move phase comparator A along the waveguide so that there is a null in the output 
of phase comparator A. The phase comparator A is then locked in position. Dur- 
ing this time the digital phase shifter is not excited. 
An alternative to mechanically moving the phase comparator A would be 
to utilize a permanent memory in the digital phase shifter, and to introduce into 
this permanent memory a phase shift that would tend to null the output of the 
Comparator. 
to about lo for the mechanical motion. 
But a five-bit phase shifter has a resolution of 11.250 as compared 
The caLbration is then performed on the next radiating module until all 
5204 have been phase calibrated and the entire array f'boresighted''. Although 
the procedure as described may seem involved, a three-man team could perform 
the boresighting rather rapidly. One man would aim the laser and read the 2.45 
GHz signal null. Another, moving on the face of the transmitting antenna, would 
move the reflector and read the null in comparator B, while a third man, under- 
neath the antenna wnuld perform the necessary functions there. 
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The procedure just described, which would focus the antenna at infinity, 
needs a modification to establish the spherical phase front that is essential for 
focussing the beam at 20 kilometers. The spherical phase front is established 
in the boresighting procedure by the use of the phase shifter between the de- 
modulated 2.45 GHz signal and the phase comparator, as shown in Figure 3.6 . 
A relationship between the setting of the phase comparator and the radial distance 
of the radiating module from the center of the array can be easily established. 
The phase of the most outboard radiating module at 
from the center needs to lead the phase at the centsr of the array by 137O so the 
correction is an important one. 
{w..5 t 39.0 or 43.2 meters 
The boresighting procedure has an ambiguity in it because the distance 
between the laser transmitter and reflector must be an integral multiple of A 
o r  0.1226 meter while the null indication from phase comparator D in Figure 3.7 
w i l l  occur at integral multiples of A/2 . However, a surveying ranging instrument 
would resolve this ambiguity without difficulty. 
This boresighting procedure can also compensate for  surface distortions 
o r  irr gularitiea if a laser levelag instrument is used to vertically locate phase 
comparator B in a flat plane above the surface of the transmitting antenna. This 
should not be necessary in a new structure but could be useful at later stages. 
It may be useful to discuss the distortion of the phase front of the micro- 
wave beam as a function of the rotational position of the transmitting antenna. 
These distortions would come about as the result of a non level condition of the 
rails upon which the structure rests. Although the rails would be leveled before 
the structure was placed over it, they may need releveling at a later date. TLen 
the overhead structure would prevent a direct releveling of the rails. 
the rails can be releveled indirectly with the use of a laser leveling device and 
some point of reference on the superstructure of the transmitter located directly 
above the rails. This point should remain at the same absolute elevation fo r  all 
angular positions of the transmitting antenna and the rails can be releveled to 
bring this about. 
Howe-per, 
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The question arises as te the use cf the laser calibration system during 
active operation of the transmitting antenna, when some part of the system has 
to be replaced, for example, the whole subarray which is the smallest unit that 
can be plugged in or removed. The question arises as to noise introduced into 
the laser system and the biological impact upon a man on the surface of the trans- 
mitting antenna. 
It is first noted that the presence of men and the calibration equipment 
on the face of the antenna, and the non-operating status of the subarray will  
introduce a negligible perturbation into the performance of the system because 
of the large physical size of the array. As  to the exposure of the individual to 
microwave power, the power density or' the emitted beam w i l l  normally be quite 
low, consistent with a time averaged emitted microwave power level of between 
40 and 100 kilowatte. At 100 kilowatts of radiated power, the power density would 
be 55 watts per square meter or only 5.5 milliwatts per square centimeter, about 
one half of the present continuous exposure value. I€ this value was felt to be too 
high, the operators could wear protective clothing. With respect to the calibrating 
equipment, the laser beam itself would be immune to microwave interference, 
and so it would be necessary only to adequately shield the 2.45 GHz portions of 
the calibrating equipment. 
3.2.3 Retaining Polarization Alignment with Rectenna Rotation 
Section 2.1.3 has reviewed hhe issue  of maintaining polarization align- 
ment between the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
by assuming mechanical rotation of the transmitting antenna. 
The issue was resolved 
With  this assumption, the retaining of polarization alignment with rectenna 
rotation consists of three parts. 
polarized microwave beam emitted by the CMPTS is not optimally aligned with 
the linearly polarized microwave rectenna. The second part is relaying the as- 
sociated error signal from the sensor to the GMPTS. 
the CMPTS to minimize the error signal. 
The first part is sensing when the linearly 
The third part is rotating 
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Two dipole rectenna elements are (2.8) The first part is  simply done. 
mounted on the rectenna so that the dipoles a re  rotated 90' with respect to  each 
other,  and rotated 45" with respect to the dipoles in  the rectenna array.  The dc 
outputs from the rectenna elements are connected in  a bucking or difference mode. 
When the polarization of the beam from the GMPTS is aligned with the rectenna, 
null signal will result. If not aligned, an e r r o r  signal is produced and this will 
be relayed to the ground station by a telemetering arrangement. 
In the ground station the e r r o r  signal will be used to rotate the transmitt  
antenna in a direction to realign the angular position of the transmitting antenna 
with the angular position of the rectenna. 
In defining the overall control system, it is important to  know the angular 
rate of a t a t ion  of the rectenna and the moment of inertia of the GMPTS. It is 
expected that the angular respotrse time of the LTA-RAPP vehicle to  any step 
f . . ,  ction of force tending to  rotate the vehicle twill be relatively slow and also that 
there are no abrupt changes in the direction of the wind which would require a fast  
response time. 
would fly in circles to generate positive or negative life, i f  that were required. 
Assuming the flight speed wag 20  meters  per  second (approximately 40 knots), 
the angular rotation rate would be 0.0267 radian per  secord if the diameter of tne 
flight path were 1 . 5  kilometers. 
rotate once e v e r y  235 seconds or once about every four minutes. 
The most ragid angular change would probably be when the vehicle 
The ground t ransmit ter  would be required to 
It has been estimated that each subarray weights about- 28 kilograms 3r 
Hence, the entire GMPTS radiati,.d and about 12 kilograms per square meter. 
power generating structure weights 32,500 kilograms or  32. 5 metric  tons. A 
reasonable assumption would be that the supporting structure would weigh the 
same amount, for a total of 73,000 kilograms. 
The radius of gyration of the s t iucture ,  assuming evenly distributed rnwi~s, 
is 25.17 meters .  
r , f  0.0267 radian per  second to match the LTA circling speed is 16,384 Joules, 
o r  only 0.00455 kilowatt hours. Or ,  looking at the continuous power required to 
The energy stored in the rotating mass  at an angular velocity 
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accelerate the structure f rom rest ,  one kilowatt of power applied at 100% efficiency 
would accelerate the s t ructure  to  full rotational speed in 16 seconds. It therefore 
appears that there  are no significant technical problems or costs  invoked i n  pro-  
vidiny the needed accelcyation and deceleration of the transmitting antenna to  re- 
tain polorizat ion alignment with the rectenna. 
3.2.4 Zoom Lens Capability 
It m a .  'e desirable for  a number of reasons t o  add a tlzoom lens" capability 
to  the active phased array. Among these reasons are (1) an ability to  control the 
arnc,.at of power reaching the rectenna. independent of the level of microwave 
power radiated from the GMPTS (2) t o  maximize the aperture  t o  aper ture  t ransfer  
efficiency, particularly if the flight level of the HAPP vehicle should change sub- 
stantially for some reason and (3) for flexibility and adaptability of the CMPTS. 
These reasons will  be explored i n  more  detail. 
In the GMPTS fo r  the LTA-HAPP vehicle, the range of power required in 
the I T A  varies by a huge factor. F o r  a number of reasons it may be desirable 
at the lower power requirements to have the GMPTS radiate 'a fixed amount of 
power. If the focus of the CMPTS were fixed, then the excess  power reaching 
the rectenna would have to  be dissipated at the ITA in some manner. 
this  should not be difficult, a n  alternative procedure is to  defocus the microwave 
beam so that the power reaching the rectenna will be reduced t o  the point where 
no dissipation of power at the LTA is necessary. 
Although 
With respect to  maximizing aperture  t o  aper ture  t ransfer  efficiency, the 
LTA-HAPP vehicle which flies at nearly a fixed altitude would have little need 
of a zoom lens for this purpose. However, other HAPPvehicles could have a very 
definite need for a zoom lens capability. A helicopter, flying off a landing pad 
immediately over the GMPTS, would have the greatest  need. 
normally flying at  20 kilometers may find it desirable to  seek appreciably higher 
altitudes during periods of high wind speeds to  reduce i t s  power requirements. 
This option is not available to  LTA's because the displacement lift drops off so 
rapidly with altitude. 
But an airplane 
3.26 
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Finally, a zoom lens capability on the GMPTS would provide a standard 
CMPTS design with a high degree of flexibility in application that it would not 
otherwise have. 
technology area where the interactions of the various components of the system 
cannot be clearly foreseen. 
This is especially important i n  the application of a new general 
The remarkable feature of the zoom lens capability in  the conceptual 
GMPTS design is that it can be added at virtually no cost. As Figure 3.5  indi- 
cates ,  the zoom lens option consists of just an additional numerical input t o  the 
microprocessor.  This input is processed by the microprocessor  to  create  two 
multipliers of the outgoing digital signal that controls the phase of the radiating 
modules. One multiplier is slightly greater  than unity while the other is slightly 
less than unity. If it is desired t o  focus the beam on a target a t  less than 2 0  
kilometers distance (the antenna was boresighted for this distance), then the 
multiplier greater  than unity is applied to  the positive values of phase shift, which 
exist on one side of both the X and Y axes, while the multiplier less than unity 
is used to  multiply the negative values of phase shift on the other side of the X 
and Y axes. The result is to  increase the curvature of the outgoing phase front. 
On the other hand, if it is desired to  focus the beam at a point grea te r  than 20 
kilometers away, the opposite procedure is used t o  decrease the curvature of the 
radiated beam. 
It is noted that changing the focas of the antenna by this means provides 
only a f i r s t  o r d t i  correction, and that i t  may not be suitable for  operating over 
3 very wide range of focal distancer,  fo r  example on a helicopter at close range.  
But i t  is probably quite satisfactory in optimizing the focussing of the beam on the 
L T A - H A P P  vehicle and certainly as a means of defocusing the beam. 
3.2.5 Correction for Temperature Expansion of the A r r a y  
antenna of this physical s i z t  Nil1 be subject t o  sizeable dimensional 
changes a s  a function of the temperature of the array.  
is steel ,  and the temperature range is 6 5  
f rom the center of the GMPTS to the furthest point f r o m  the center is 3.0 cent imeters .  
If the supporting Etructure 
0 centigrade, then the change in  dimension 
3.27 
If the structure is boresighted at the center temperature of the 6 5 O  range, then 
the distortion that will have t o  be taken into account is 1.5 cm. 
This expansion and contraction of the antenna will impact the phase re- 
ference because the conduit which propagates it will a lso expand and contract. 
However, i t s  expansion and contraction will be slightly different because the 
reference signal is trunked along the y axis with the side takeoffs running parallel  
to  the X axis. Hence, we find that the maximum path length of the reference s ig-  
nal is the sum of 19.5 meters  in the Y direction plus 39 meters  in the X direction 
o r  58.5 meters  and the change in  length is 2.09 centimeters ra ther  than 1.5 cm. 
This amounts to  a +  60 shift in the emitted phase, ra ther  than - t 44O if thermal  
expansion were used directly. 
0 
To judge the impact of the shift in the reference phase caused by a tempera-  
tu re  change upon the performance of the array, it is recalled,as noted in  Figure 
3.3, that the output phase of the radiating module t racks  the sum of the reference 
phase and the digitized phase shift resulting f rom the tracking of the vehicle by 
the interferometer. 
The change in the reference phase due to  expansion or contraction from 
a temperature change is 
T is the coefficient of expansion for each degree of temperature increase,  
is the dimension of the  module, and m is defined 
C 
At i s  the temperature  change, 
in  Section 3.2.2.2. 
The expression for phase shift associated with interferometer tracking 
(expression 3 in  Section 3.2.2.2) is 
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It i s  tlicrcforc pos8ihle to co r rec t  f o r t  by Ineastiring the temperature of 
111 
t l r r  .irr.tv rind mrrkinp a calculated change in a equal to 
k + T  At x c 
l ln\vc\*cr.  this correct ion will be subtracted from a on the  positive side of the X 
, I \ S ~ F  J I I ~  added nn the napativc side of the X axis. 
indcpcirdcnt of whether t i l  is pnsitive or negative but it is dependent upon the sign 
of tho temperature change. 
nldt ipl icrs .  one slightly greater  than unity and one slightly less. 
Note that the s ign of +m is 
Note also that the correction can be made by two 
If left uncorrccted the impact of a positive temperature change is to focus 
the antenna at A nearer  point while a negative temperature change focusses the 
~nte1in.t fur ther  away. ‘The pointing will not be impacted. 
In conclusion. i t  should be noted that the performance of the s y s t e m .  i f  
left uncorrected. niay not be seriously inipacted by reasonable variations i n  the 
.triibicnt t cnipcratura. 
3. 3 hiicrawave Power Generation and Distrkution System 
1, 3 .  1 Int roduction 
' Y t w  Inicrow.rve power generatio:. and distribution system is shown in 
scllciiiatic form in Figure 3. 1 .  A s  indicated in Section 3. 1 .  the a r r a y  is made 
up o f  135.2 suharraya. each of which cont l ine a microwave power amplifier and 
four radiating iriodules each with its own phase control. At full dc power output 
of 200 k4' from thc rwttwna,  the CihlPTS is radiating 988 kilowatts of power 
when pointed at zenith, o r  1170 kilowatts of power when pointed at the edge of 
1.5 kilonieler dianretcr confinement a r e a  for the LTA HAPP vehicle. 
ter condition corresponds to R radiated pomer of 870 watts from each subarray 
or 2 17 wsti 9 from each radiating module. 
This lat - 
However.  the demand of the LTA-HAPP vehicle for such power is vary 
infrequent and i t s  average pmwr  requirements for propulsion may be only five 
kilowatts of dc power. corresponding to 2 5  kilowatts of radiated power. 
a substantial portion of time i t  niay nead even lass for propulsion. These prcdic- 
tions arc based an  the assumption that the vehicle ts not required t o  fly in circles 
to  niaintsin altitude. 
of power output o f  the t r.inemitting array.  
And for 
There ie  therefore a need for a very wide dynamic range 
In the conceptual design. a dynamic range of at least ten can be obtained 
by prograniiriing the ~nip l i tude  reference l e v e l  in  the 1352 magnetrons in the 
subarr.iys. .rlt houph at the lower cnd of this range some external heater power to  
the filaments m a y  have to be progrnmnied. At the lower and of this level, the 
1 3 5 2  niapnct rons in thc subarrays niay be turiied off and a significant radiated 
power level iir.iint.rincd by  feed through from the 104 magnet ron direct ions1 
nnrplifiers that are U R C ~  HR drivers .  
with 500 watts of power output each for a total power of 52 kilowatts. 
waveguide lossea und feedthrough losser in the ferrite c i rculators  may cut the 
radiated power down to about 31) kilowatts. 
thest- dr iver  :iniplifiers *are '.min*: operated .it thc power gain l e v e l  o f  about 5 0  so 
t h.lt tticir tiyn.riiiic range is l i m i t e d .  
'These 104 directional amplifiers operate 
Howt8ver, 
A s  we shall  R C C  later in the discussion, 
3 . 3 0  
It is not possible to say at thid time how smooth a transit ion there would 
be in the power output f r o m  all the 1352 final stages operating t o  all 1352 stages 
not operating. However, there  a r e  a number of options for  making a smooth 
t ransmission over a very wide range of power demand. One of these is the use 
of the "zoom lens" feature of the transmitt ing antenna to diffuse the microwave 
beam at the rectenna. Another option is shutting off sections of the transmitt ing 
antenna which would further diffuse the  beam. And, of course,  it should be possi-  
ble to dissipate excess  dc power at the LTA in a comparatively simple manner. 
It should also be noted that the lighter-than-air vehicle is unique among air 
vehicles in i t s  ability t o  operate f o r  much of the t ime at low powers. 
and helicopters probably would not. have mcre of a dynamic range than two t o  one, 
which would be adequately served by the control of output power i n  the final 1352 
stages. 
Airplanes 
In the following discussion we will assume that the radiating of power i n  
the range of 200 to  1176 kilowatts is the dominant element in the design of the trans- 
mitting antenna. 
3.3.2 Configuration of the Microwave Driver  and Final Amplifier Chain 
For  reasons having t o  do with matching the dynamic power range of the 
microwave oven magnetron to  the microwave power radiating densities recom- 
mended by cost minimization procedures (Section 2.5.3), and for reasons having 
to  do with the maximum permissibl :  physical s ize  of the radiating module that 
is related to the loss of power density of the microwave beam as it follows the 
H A P P  vehicle off zenith (Section 2.5.5 and Figure 2.161, it was found necessary 
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to  have one magnetron directional amplifier drive four radiating modules. Thus,  
Figure 3.1 shows one magnetron directional amplifier represented by a dot, for  
a set of four radiating modules. Spreading the area represeated by one subarray 
over four radiating modules each with i t s  own phase control reduces the power 
density loss  at a 3' angle  off zenith f rom 68Y0 t o  28% (Figure 2.2). 
magnetron over the complete subarray a r e a  allows i t  to  operate properly over a 
much wider dynamic range than if one magnetron were used for each radiating 
module. 
Using one 
Having established the number of final-stage magnetron directional am- 
plifiers (one for each of the 1352 subarraysj,it is necessary to consider how they 
will be driven. In particular, i t  is desired to know the number of stages of am- 
plification that will be necessary. This depends to  a large extent upon the amount 
of power gain that can be obtained from each stage of amplification which in  tu rn  
depends upon the power output range over which the magnetron directional am- 
plifier will be required to  operate. 
The 1352 magnetron directional amplifiers i n  the final stage of amplification 
a r e  required to  operate over a wide range of power output. 
stances,  as described in Section 2.4.2. L, the amplifiers should operate at  low 
power gain. It would be logical then t o  have thir teen magnetron directional am- 
plifiers, the number that appear on each side of the X axis centerline of the 
transmitting antenna, driven by one magnetron directional amplifier. For good 
life considerations (Section 2.4.2.2 and Figure 2.1 l ) ,  the dr ivers  should operate 
at  500 watts of power output, supplying 35 nominal watts of power to  each final 
amplifier. 
wide dynamic range, with one kilowatt of power output being the top of the range. 
Although the life expectancy of the microwave oven tube, as discussed in  Section 
2.4.2.2,would b e  8000 hours at the kilowatt level, the ITA vehicle would require 
such power only infrequently. At a likely level of average power, the life would 
be ten years  or more. As Section 2.4.2.2 points out the magnetron automatically 
adjusts the temperature of i t s  cathode for  maximum life at any l e v e l  of micro-  
wave power demanded from the tuhe. 
Under these c i rcum-  
Under these conditions, the final amplifiers could operate over a vely 
3.32 
Unlike the final stage of amplification, the intermediate levels of am- 
plifcation can be operated at constant power oatput and therefore at  a relatively 
high gain level. 
a power gain of 100 o r  20 dB, if the power output is held constant at 500 watts, 
as i t  would be with the amplitude control sys tem described i n  Section 2.4.2.1. Thus, 
i t  is possible to  excite the 52 dr ivers  on either side of the Y-axis cefiterline of 
the structure with one amplifier. 
Each of the intermediate stages should be able t o  operate at  
The amplifier chain then takes the form shown in Figure 3.8. It is noted 
that only three stages of amplification are necessary. If each f i rs t  stage is driven 
with a ver) conservative value of 20 watts, then the total  power gain when the 
system is radiating i t s  maximum power of 1176 kilowatts is 29,400 o r  44.7 dB. 
The redundancy aspect of the active phased a r r a y  is a great advantage. 
If one of the final amplifiers is lost ,  the overall  performance deteriorates only 
slightly, and the amplifier may be replaced at leisure.  Even if one of the 2nd 
stage amplifiers fails and along with it the 13 tubes i n  the associated final stage,  
the overall performance will not degrade markedly and the amplitude power control 
circuit can instantaneously make the necessary adjustments t o  keep the rectenna 
supplied at the pre-existing power level. 
However, if one of the 1st stage amplifiers fails, the power density at the 
rectenna will decline by a factor of a t  leac+ < x r .  Therefore,  i t  is necessary 
f rom a reliability point of view to have standby 1st  stage amplifiers,  and of 
course a standby exciter. 
3.3.3 Details of Microwave Drive Power 
Figure 3.1 shows that the 52 2nd stage amplifiers are all driven f rom 
power flowing down a long transmission line. 
2nd stage amplifier, and if  the t ransmission line is terminated at i ts  output end 
with a matched load, there will be an exponential decay of power along the length 
of the guide. 
If equal power is supplied to  each 
If directional couplers are used as a conventional means t o  divert 
3.33 
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the power f rom the main guide, then it would be logical to  make the last  coupler 
a 3 dB coupler to splic the remaining power-in the line between it and the termina-  
tion. On the other hand, the f i rs t  coupler would divert 25 watts f rom the initial 
500 watts to feed the f i rs t  two stage amplifiers (one o n  ei ther  side of the X axis). 
It would therefore be a 13 dB coupler. Because the excitation l e v e l  of the second 
stage amplifiers is not cri t ical ,  20 different coupler8 with 20 different coupling 
values would not be necessary. The level of detailed design in this study i s  not 
sufficient to  optimize the selection of directional couplers. 
It should be emphasized that the phase of the power coupled out is not 
important as long as it does not vary rapidly in t ime, or more specifically, at 
a rate fas ter  than the mechanical phase shifters i n  the radiating modules can 
compensate fo r  the phase change. Intuitively, there  should be no reason for 
phase change since the system operates at one single highly stabilized frequency 
and the directional couplers eliminate most of the impact of reflected power, 
which in any case should be minimal because of the high degree of impedance match 
that can be maintained, again because of the single frequency nature of the system. 
As Figure 3.1 also shows, each of the 2nd stage amplifiers drives a 
number 0: final amplifiers (ten in  Figure 3.1 but actually 13 in the reference 
desi7n). 
sion line, a180 through a directional coupler and i n  a manner  similar t o  the ex- 
citation of each of the second stage amplifiers. 
Each of the final amplifiers is excited f rom a long waveguide t ransmis-  
To guard against the impact of a change in the position of the mechanical 
phase shifters upon the magnitude and phase of the reflected power at the terminal  
end of the power distrubbtion chain, the phase shifters in  the radiation modules 
a r e  buffered by fe r r i te  circulators with a load termination on the third arm t o  
absorb any retlected power. 
3.3.4 Design of the Microwave Subarray 
The subarray, fo r  a number of reasons,  is one of the principal focal 
points of the design. Here,  the support functions of clock phase reference,  
3.35 
digitaized information to  change pointing direction, microwave drive, and dc  
power a r e  integrated into the purposeful functions of microwave power generation, 
and the control of i t s  output phase and amplitude in accord with overall  system 
needs. 
and an opportunity to  examine the details of this cost ,  and how they can be mil- 
mized from a mechanical design point of view. 
Here is the principal element of hardware cost in the transmitting antenna. 
At the conceptual level of design, the design of the subarray is well de- 
fined. With one exception, it is ready for the next s tep in design, that of making 
detailed drawings and constructing a subarray for  testing and experimental evalua- 
tion. 
cussed later. 
The one exception is the design of the mechanical phase shifter to  be dis-  
Eecause it is so far advanced conceptually, the best manner in  which to  
discuss the subarray and i ts  connections with outside services is f r o m  a mechani- 
cal  structure point of view. When looked at in this  manner,  it is found that the 
principal subassemblies are the (1 ) slotted waveguide a r r a y s  subassembly, (2)  
the power distribution and phasing subassembly, and (3) the magnetron directional 
amplifier subassembly. These subassemblies and the overall  subarray will be 
discussed with the aid of Figure 3.9 and Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 is useful in  indicating the components that go into the three  
subassemblies and to  what supporting services e x t e r n d  to  the subar ray  the COM- 
ponents interface with. 
the subarray. 
in the following material. 
This same table will be useful in estimating the cost  of 
The three different subassemblies will be discussea idividual ly  
3.3 .4 .1  The Slotted Waveguide Array  Subassembly 
This assembly consists of four slotted waveguide sections of a dssign 
that was jointly developed by Raytheon and JPL (2*  '). The electr ical  design is 
essentially that of JPL, slightly modified by Raytheon to  adapt it t o  a novel 
fabrication method devised by Raytheon to  produce slotted waveguide assemblies 
f rom folded thin sheet metal  at very low cost. Slotted waveguide arrays made 
3 . 3 6  
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by this method were  checked by JPL on their  antenna range and found t o  be quite 
satisfactory. Somewhat by coincidence, the s ize  of this a r r a y  (0.75 meter on each 
side) meets the requirements imposed upon the radiating module area by the HAPP 
vehicle application. (See Section 2.1.4. 
the conceptual design. 
W e  have therefore used it directly in  
The method by which the slotted waveguide sections are made is discussed 
in Section 2.4.1.2 and illustrated i n  Figures 2.4-2.7. 
and the labor cost are low i n  this  fabrication method. The weight of the total  
amount of 0.320-inch thick aluminum used i n  one of the sections is 2.6 kilograms. 
This corresponds to  4.6 kilograms per  square meter or 14,000 kilograms for  the 
39 by 78 meter  array.  The cost of the material at 1982 prices would be approxi- 
mately $20.00 per  square meter  or$60,000 for  the ent i re  antenna. With the de- 
gree of tooling that is consistent with making such sections in  very large quanti- 
t ies ,  the labor per  section could be held to  about one hour per  square meter. A s  
indicated in Figures  3.1 and 3.9, four sections are needed fo r  one subarray. 
These can be readily assembled into a self-supporting s t ructure  by taking ad.antage 
of the rolled over lip shown in the assembly in Figure 2.4, to  which a n  angle o r  
s t r ap  is attached ,as shown in  Figure 3.9. 
Both the material cost  
3.3.4.2 The Power Distribution and Phasing Subassembly 
The purpose of this assembly is t o  distribute the power from one magnetron 
among four radiating modules, and to change the output phase of each radiating 
module in  accordance with the demand of the vehicle t o  repaint the microwave 
beam. 
0.75 k.ilometer that the vehhile may be off zenith when it repaints itself into the 
wind o r  when i t  has to  f l y  in  c i rc les  t o  compensate for the diurnal variation in the 
lift of the vehicle. If this required distance were halved, then one magnetron 
could serve  one radiating module and the power distribution and phasing sub- 
assembly could be completely eliminated and there  would be substantial cost 
savings, a8 indicated in the cost analysis procedure in Section 2.5.5. 
It is necessary to  have this assembly because of the assumed distance of 
3.39 
Au shown in Figure 3.9, thir subarsenibly conrirts of an X-rhayed section 
of wavasuidr into which variour functionr a ra  inserted. 
the middle bs I\ probe f rom the magnetron directional amplifier. Each of ita four 
artlie A r e  tarniinatnd with a section of rlotted waveguide. ln each arm of the X 
there i s  a Iirotor driven niechrnicsl phare sh ine r  buffered by a f e r r i t e  circulator 
wlrosr function is t o  prevent any reflectmd power from tho phase shifter f rom 
gett  ins back into the riiicrowave drive system. 
The X-ahape is fed i n  
'The aftsenibly dircussed in the previous paragraph i s  engineered ar a 
single ctoniponent t o  eliminate what would otherwise be a costly asrembly of 
four eeptrate  machanical phaee rhifter components, four reparate fe r r i te  c i rcu-  
lator*. and Y powor divider. Such an assembly of separpte components would 
rnvolm rixtean wavoguide flanges alone. In addition to  very l r r p  cost savingr in 
r-0nst ruction, t ha integrated et ructure will simplify testing procedures. The 
expactad cost of these units is included in Section 3.5 but the technology asroci- 
ittrrd with the fe r r i te  circulator and phase shifter should be dircussed hare. 
'I'ha farr i te  circulator design propoeed ie b e a d  upon P v e r y  low cost desidn 
t h.tt has been tired succnssfully i n  comniercial (as diatinguirhed from home) 
r\ii,.r\\wavc ovens. 
r;kte cm~plment i t  has sold for a price below $20. But the c r i t l a t  parts.  small  
farr i tan .rnd etiiall permanent ni.ognets would represent only a fraction of the 
total cost o f  the ferrite circulator and these would be mounted directly in tho 
S structure. 
lt. is the hqicrowave Associates 3K315 D72007-1. As a repa- 
ln contrast to the "ini1iiedirta" availability of lhe f e r r i t e  circulator design, 
the :iwclrairic*&l phase rrhifter would have to  be designed. although it  i 6  believed that 
I ha npprw4 h is reasonably well defined. 
high dielectric constant is nioved parallel to the wide dimension of the guide, In 
i ts  position .rt the  sicla of the guide i t  is out of the electric fiuld in  the g ~ i d ~  e n  
t h d  i r  has little nffact, but i n  the center of the guide it can have a v e r y  large 
effect atid will shortan the  guide wavelength dramat icrlly. The minimum amoutrt 
of ph,tnc rliift t h t  is nacoesary la 3b0 . 6 0  that it is dorirahle to  U D ~  a ninterial 
th . t t  h e  .t htgh diclrct ric ctjt\Kt*tiit t u  haop t + *  lcngt h of the waveguide section 
In this approach. a sutmtance w i t h  a 
0 
3 . w  
devoted to  the phase shifter t o  a minimum. The use of such a mater ia l  may pro- 
vide matching problems at the input t o  the phase shifter so that some power may 
be reflected. A major purpose of the f e r r i t e  circulator i s  t o  absorb any such 
reflected power. 
A small  dc motor is required to  change the position of the dielectric in  
the waveguide. 
v o k e s  the phase comparator and a feedback loop t o  excite the motor to  change 
the position of the p%ase shifter t o  cause a null t o  be reached in the phase com- 
parat or. 
This motor is a component in the phase control system that in- 
The feedback control system that accomplishes the phase control was 
thoroughly tested out i p  the effort under contrect NAS8-33157 and is described 
in reference 2.4. This testing included the use of a motor driven mechanical 
phase shifter, but the phase shifter was of a coaxial trombone type and would 
not be suitable i n  this application. 
It may also be pointed out that the maximum power flow through the phase 
shifter would be only 217 watts. This fact allows a wide selection of mater ia ls  
t o  be considered for the dielectric. 
3 .3 .4 .3  The Mannet ron Directional Amplifier Subassembly 
As shown in Table 3.2, the magnetron directional amplifier assembly 
coneiets of a modified commercial  microwave oven magnetron, a fe r r i te  circula- 
t o r ,  an amplitude comparator,  operational amplifier, a filament t ransformer ,  
a cooling fan. and a magnetron start’rand-stop logic center. 
The ferr i te  circulator is of a low cost deeign previously referred to  and 
identified as the  Microwave Associates 8K315 D72002-1 The magnetron is a 
conventional off -the-shelf low cost microwave oven nlagnetron which has been 
externally modified (vacuum not broken) to  ( 1 )  couple it tighter t o  the load. (2 )  
place it  on frequency exactly at 2.45 CHe. and (3) equip it with a smal l  buck-boost 
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coil for (a)  control of i ts  microwave output power l e v e l  and (b) for assist ing with 
filtering of the rectified dc power. Because of i ts  importance in establishing the 
credibility of the use of the magnetron directional amplifier, a special  effort 
was made under this contract to  experimentally modify and then tes t  the micro-  
wave oven magnetron. This successful effort is reported upon in Section 4.0 of 
this report. The resulting modified tube is shown in  Figure 2.10. 
The magnetrcn directional amplifier is wired into the system,as shown 
i n  Figure 3.10. It makes nearly di 3ct contact with the dc power bus through 
a high voltage fuse and a 100-ohm 50-watt resiotor. It thus avoids the power 
losses  and the costs involved in  a conventional power conditioning unit. The 
conventional power conditioning is replaced by a more flexible system which 
allows the tube t o  adjust itself automatically to  a change in  applied dc voltage o r  
a l o  w s  i t  to  respond to  a command calling for a change in power output. This 
feedback control loop makes use of a power sensor, which converts a few milli- 
watts of the power output into a low voltage which is then compared with a re- 
ference voltage. If there is a difference, an e r r o r  voltage is introduced into an 
amplifier whose output changes the current in a buck-boost coil, which in tu rn  
adds or subtracts to  the €ield established by the permanent magnet. The power 
required for the buckboost coil is lees  than ten watts, so the requirement i 1 . L -  
posed upon the operational amplifier is minimal. 
Detailed data on the operation of the magnetron tube specifically modified 
for  potential use in the GMFTS is discuesed in Section 4.0. 
3.3.4.4 Magnetron Starting, stop pin^ and Protection from Arcing 
During normal operation of the magnetron. the filament of the tube is 
heated indirectly by electron bombardment and so it does not require an external 
source of heater power during normal operation. 
external power for about five seconds to  heat up the filament during &art-up 
operations. But during that t ime, anode voltage should not be applied because 
there is a tendency to a rc  if the filament is not supplying adequate emission, 
and because the noise level could be relatively high during the s ta r t  cycle. 
However, it does require 
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Therefore. the starting sequence that is used and which has been expcri-  
mentally evaluated as being satisfactory (Page 3- 1 of reference 2.4) is a s  
follows : 
( 1  ) The dc voltape is applied to the magnetron which has a cold cathode 
and cannot be gtarted i n  that condition. 
(2) The magnetic field on the tube is elevated by an  artificial reference 
voltage to a value that  will not allow the tube t o  draw anode current  and s ta r t  
when the filament ie turned on and heated. 
( 3 )  The filament power supply is then turned on to heat up the filament. 
About f i v e  seconds is required. 
(1) The filament and artificial reference voltage are then turned off and 
siniultancously the reference voltage that control8 the steady s ta te  amplitude of 
the microwave power output is applied. 
( 5 )  The resultin8 transient period to achieve normal operation is of the 
order  of a few milliseconds. 
Attention is called t o  the use of a representative commercially available 
high voltape fuse, rated at 4800 volts and 0 . 5  ampere,  which is used to take care 
of the situation in  which there is a sustained arc i n  the tube. This  fuse is the 
I'Shawmut'' type PT fuse., Cat. No. A480T 1 /2  E. Although arcing in  well pro-  
C@BS@c! dnd evacuated tubes 1s not anticipated. there  may be situations in which 
the tube may have a slow vacuum leak in i t  and eventually reach the point where a n  
arc will occur. 
f rom thc d c  line. 
Under thcae circumstances it is necessary to remove the tube 
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3.4 The Conversion of 6OICycle Power at  the Utility Connection into 
DC Power for the Magnetrons and for Other Power Requirevents 
This discussion will concentrate upon the conversion of 60-cycle power into 
tic p o w e r  suitable for use by the tiralqnetron directional amplifiers. 
c y c l e  p o w e r  is used for other purposes, such as coding fans and to supply fila- 
ment power to the magnetrons on s t a r t  up, these requirements are not central to  
thc conceptual design of the CMPTS. 
Although 60- 
One of the i ssues  that could arise in a situation where there are many rek 
ativcly s~iiall microwave generators distributed throughout a large a r r ay  is whether 
to run the 60-cycle power to  the individual tube sites (or to  a conclave of such 
tubes) and there convert the 60-cycle into dc power or whether to have a central- 
ized source of dc power and bus the dc power to  the various sites. 
of hundreds of magnetrons used in some microwave industrial processing equip- 
menta, cach niagnetron has i ts  own power rupply which operates from a 110-volt, 
60-cycle ac bus. 
because a 60-cycle, ll0-volt plug-in power supply for the home microwave oven 
was already in large volume production and had reached a very low unit cost. 
Further, the supply took care  of a considerable line voltage variation without 
caueinp unreasonably large variations in microwave power generation. The recti- 
fier is a half-wave rectifier so that the output power is essentially interrupted dc 
power. Rut this is acceptable for a home microwave oven and for induetrial pro- 
c 10 s s inH. 
In the example 
This approach was taken for a number of reasons but largely 
Such a rupply, however, i a  not suitable for the OMPTS application hecaune any 
variation in  current through the niagnetron directional amplifier is converted into 
a variation in the phase of the output, so that the GMPTS require& a continuous 
dc power source with relatively low ripple. Such A source appears to be much 
triore easily achieved by having a central source of dc power with relatively low 
ripple achieved by means of a three-phase full-wave rectifier and a wave filter to  
reduce the ripple. 
parallel frotn it ir nrade possible by use of the amplitude comparator circuit in 
the output of the irragnetron and a feedback control syatcm that utiliees a buck- 
bouat coi l  that allows the tube to accomniodatc it8elf to  a d c  bus that is seen as 
a h i g h l v  rrgulatcd constant voltage powcr source by an individual tube. 
The use of a conrmon dc bus for all magnetrons operating in 
The use 
of this arrangement is discussed in Section 2.4.2. 1. 
Although the centrallized dc power supply had been selected for the re fer -  
ence design of the CMPTS cost estimates that were made in the l a t te r  stages of 
the study relative to the cost of a centralized dc power supply are several  t imes 
la rger  per kilowatt of microwave power generated than the cost utilizing a micro- 
wave oven power supply. In fact, the estimates which were  provided by a pro- 
fessional power engineer axe so much greater  as to  upset the design as well as 
the cost of the GMPTS, which were  essentially based upon the cost  of the power 
supply and tube for the microwave oven with a substantial amount added for a 
ripple filter. The impact, using cost minimization procedures, is to increase 
the a r e a  of the transmitting antenna and to  reduce the amount of microwave power 
radiated by the transmitting antenna and the amount of 60-cycle power used. 
This disparity in estimated costs has the effect of reopening t i ssue  of 
Another reason centralized versus decentralized 60-cycle to dc power conversion. 
for reopening the issue is that i f  a Centralized dc power source is used, 60-cycle 
power still has to be distributed throughout the a r r a y  for other purposes such as 
cooling fans, heater power, and electric lights. An alternative procedure would 
be to distribute all 60-cyclepower at about the 480-volt level. 
If this alternative option were studied, then it is possible to visualize a 
three-phasg full-wave rectifier power supply for each magnetron with its low 
ripple output, a procedure now impossible for  the home microwave oven because 
of the unavailability of three-phase power in homes. Such an arrangement would 
reduce the ripple to the point where minimum passive filtering would be required 
because of the active filtering that the buck-boost coil and its assocated amplitude 
control circuit provides. 
A simplified diagram of the components and their  interconnections for a 
centralized dc power supply is shown in Figure 3.11. 
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3 . 5  Estimated Costs for the GMPTS and Their Significance in Design 
Reiteration 
For  discussion p u r p x e s ,  how can the estimated costs associated with the 
GMPTS be characterized? First and foremost they are important. They a r e  
important i n  helping to determine whether the system w i l l  be competitive with 
other approaches to providing the same functions and therefore whether develop- 
ing an initial system will be worthwhile. Secondly, they a r e  characterized by their  
dependence upon the general technical approach that is taken. 
influenced greatly by how the details of the general technical approach are car r ied  
out and this in turn involves a great deal of recycling of the  design details to 
achieve economies through integration, elimination, scale  of production, etc. 
Fourth, and finally, understanding their s i g n i f i c w e  has a strong dependence upon 
the use of mathematical modelling and cost minimization techniques. 
TLird, they a r e  
In the context of the foregoing discussion, the design of the first iteration 
of the GMPTS was  based upon mathematical modelling and cost minimization 
techniques and initial assumptions that were made with respect to the components 
of cost going into the equations. This section estimates the costs based upon that 
design which can then be used for a reiteration of the design, although that re i tera-  
tion was not undertaken. 
The costing of an entity is usually done in te rms  of its physical s t ructure  
and components. 
expressed either in te rms  of the cost of components and substructure to generate 
the microwave power, o r  in  te rms  of the cost of the s t ructure  and components 
that form the microwave beam. To reconcile the two  procedures, it is necessary 
to decide what i tems of s t ructures  and components go into the two categories of 
cost. 
example, the subarrays contain individual i tems of both categories that can be 
easily separated out, but the assembly of these components into the subarray 
represents a cost allocation problem. Disregarding such fine s t ructure  of cost 
allocation, the assignment of sources  of costs to the two cost categoriesare  given 
Table 3.2. 
The equations for cost minimization, on the other hand, a r e  
Although the decision is usually c lear  cut, that is not always the case. F o r  
When this classification is performed, i t  is found that in  each category 
there a re  s o m e  fixed-cost elements that do not vary with the size of the antenna 
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o r  the amount of microwave power used. 
meters and associated gear i s  independent of the s h e  of the antenna. 
Fo r  example, the cost  of the interfero- 
With the qualification that the individual estimates of cost  are far from 
accurate in many cases, Table 3.3 provides cost estimates fo r  these two cate- 
gories of cost in  a production unit as defined in  Table 3.3.  The two categories 
of cost a r e  found to  be approximately equal, and the total production cost is 
$2,647,800. 
If the values of "a" and 'h" are then computed on the basis of the antenna 
a rea  and maximum microwave radiated power of the GMPTS design as given in 
Table 3. 1, these values of a and m are found to be $440/meter 
These values of a and m, particularly that for m, are considerably higher than 
the values assumed in  Section 2.5.5, and may be interpreted as the findings of 
the costing of the first design iteration. Before proceeding to  rationalieing these 
differences and their  implications for a design reiteration, it may be noted that 
i f  these values for a and m are substituted into equation (5) of Section 2.5.2, 
i t  is found that the antenna area At, is equal to  2746 meters  o r  approximately that 
2 2 of 3042 meters for tbe GMPTS reference design of 3042 meters  . This area 
was originally arr ived at, however, on a life cycle basis where some energy cost 
has been included. 
2 and $l,llO/kH'. 
2 
It is obvious from the findings of these cost estimates that the production 
cost of less than $50 for the microwave power aupply in  a microwave oven, even 
after i t  is multiplied by a factor of 4 cannot be used as a guide to the cost  of the 
GMPTS power system. 
power seems excessive. It 
seems clear that any design reiteration should give high priority to alterna,e 
approaches to the 60-cycle to  dc power conversion and power distribution which 
represents nearly half of the cost of the microwave power. 
On the other hand, a cost of $1, 110 per  kilowatt for 
This matter is discussed further in  Section 3.4. 
With respect to  the cost of forrting the microwave beam, the digital phase 
shifters, phase comparators, and digitized phase distribution network are im- 
portant elements of cost. The number of these devices and matrix complexity can 
be cut down by a factor of four by sampling output phase in  only one of the four 
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radiating modules and the use of a microprocessor t o  supply proper dc voltages 
as position references for the operation of the motorized waveguide phase shifters 
in the feeds t o  the other th ree  radiating modules 1 . ,re subarray. 
This suggestion for cost cutting is especially interesting for those ap- 
plications where energy cost over +he lifetime of the system is important. 
those conditions, the antenna becomes la rger  and the radiation density becomes 
much less,as given by equation (12) of Section 2.5.3. One microwave oven mag- 
netron could then easily feednine radiating modules, with the one in the middle 
being the only section with a phase comparator in  it. In this case, the cost  re- 
duction in digital phase shifter, phase comparators, and digitised phase distribu- 
tion network wouid be a factor of nine, while the interferometer and other fixed 
costs a r e  reduced to a small  portion of the total cost. 
Under 
It was also the desire  of the study to provide an estimate of the costs of 
constructing the first engineering model of ,.he GMPTS within a relatively narrow 
cost range. But the reference design is lieither mature enough nor detailed enough 
to  use for this purpose. In this context the middle-range of detail i n  the conceptual- 
design should be reiterated before any close zost estimating is attempted. And 
here  it may be found that some of the cost cutting approaches need some experi- 
mental backup. 
The cost of the first engineering model is also highly dependent upon how 
the development program is orgcniised and carr ied out. It would appear that going 
directly to  a f u l l  scale prototype would be more costly and certainly represent  
more risk than a staged program. In such a staged program, the first stage 
would be to develop the subarray prototype with major consider; tion being given 
to  designing it for minimum production cost. The second s t a r s  would be to build 
a scaled-down version of the a r r ay  and use either a beam riding helicopter or 
a tall overhead crane with appended instrumentation to check out the performance 
of the system. This could be an a r r ay  With an a r e a  of from 100 to 200 square 
meters. 
with an LTA-HAPP vehicle whose power requirements could have been substantially 
modified because of being tailored to  a particular operational site. 
Then the next stage wo.2d build a full scale  GMPTS that is consistent 
4.0 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR CRITICAL AREAS 
In Section 1.0, it was indicated that a number of experiments were pe-rformed 
to provide facts to support assumptions in certain critical technological areas o r  
to demonstrate the quantitative results of the application to the GMPTS of princi- 
ples that had been established elsewhere. 
These experiments had to do with experimental confirmation of the validity 
of a procedure used in the boresighting of the transmitting: array and with external 
modifications of the conventional microwave oven magnetron to utilize it in the 
GMPTS. 
4.1 Uniformity of Phase Over the Central Portion of a Single Radiation 
Module with Single Excitation 
In Section 3.2.2.3, it was pointed out that the zero boresighting procedure 
M a s  dependent upon the assumption that the phase remained constant over the 
central portion of a single radiating module when it alone was excited with micro- 
wave power at its input port. Although it is clearly evident that the slots radiate 
in phase with each other, i b  is not immediately clear that a region above the module 
can be f a d  where the phase remains constant as a probe is moved up or down 
across the face of the radiating module at a fixed distance from the face. 
An area where this favorable eitutation etxisted was found and data was taken 
2nd recorded. The experimental arrangement to obtain this data is described and 
then the recorded phase data is given in Table 4.1. 
The test made use of the radiating module described in Section 2.4.1.3 and 
shown in Figure 2.6. The phase measuring probe was a commercial W R  430 
waveguide to copxial transition unit. The flanged face of the waveguide was mount - 
ecl parallel to the face of the radiating module (Figure 2.6) at a distance of 25.4 
cm. The flange was then moved first horizontally and then vertically from a cen- 
tered posit:on while maintaining the distances of 25.4 cm from the radiating module 
During this movenient,the phase of the pic ..dp by the waveguide probe was compared 
with the phaee of the signal at the input port to thP * < -  
the Hewlett Packard 841OB network ana1yzv.r. 
. 
y *Iif,dule by means of 
4.1 
Table 4. I 
Phase Variation with Late tal Position of Waveguide Probe 
H,>rir,unt.l Potion of Probe 
Ironr Center 
Measured in k'r 
- 1.24 
- 1.04 
- 0.83  - 0.62 
- 0.41 
- 0.21 
0 . 0  
+ 0.21 
+ 0.41 
4 0.62 
+ 0.03 
+ 1.04 
f 1.24 
V t  rtical Poaition of 
Probc a8 Mcaaurtd in 
1's from Center 
- 0.81 
- 0.50 
- 0.38 
- 0.23 
0. 0 
+ 0.21 
f 0.42 
t 0.62 
+ 0.05 
+ 1.04 
Phaoe Shift 
Deg reea 
0 
+ 3  
+Z 
0 
- 1  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
t l  
+6 
ttl 
phrrlss Shift 
Degree, 
0 
0 
0 
- 3  
0 
+4 
+3 
0 
4-9 
1.15 
Ihta Showing Phaee Variation ne a Function of Lateral Porition 
of a Pick-Up Probe 
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The data in Tabh 4, I indicater that there war very little variation, orrly a 
fcw dt*grwo. over a aiseahla are* considerably larger than a wavelength on each 
sidc. The sinal: eprard in the pbrc, data io  particularly Lntarssting bacause roaiw 
error is introduced in reading the network aa lyaer  (0.50). and Ln reading the 
Iiorisontal meparetion variation ( 2  lo). 
h auiittiiaty, the data indicatao that calihrotintg tho rdsrance phara (equiva- 
lent to borerighting the antmnal at each r a d i a t w  niokia ID hdspsndeat of the 
1atara.i poeition of the calibrator on tho face of the radiating module a e  10- 
is within a wavelength of the ~emretr ical  center of the modulo. 
it 
1 . 2  Adapting the - Comntorcially Available Microwave Oven Magnetron to 
the GhlPTS by Repackaging u 
Tlia conurictrcirlly available microwave oven magnetron b e  three daficien- 
cia8 for opcrration in the GMPTS that can be remedied by d o r n d  modlficationr. 
There deficiencies a re  (1) it hrr no integral buck-boost coil, (2) it is under- 
cotrplsd, and ( 3 )  it may not be pracioely on t ,45 GHo. frequency. 
The firtat of thaea deficiancier requirer an addition to the tube, The second 
and third deficiancier can be corrected by either external modification or by 
trrehirrp intsrnal chnn[(es to the tuba, Although 'he intonu1 c h u r p r  a re  very mimpla, 
tiray wotdd have to be made before the tube is rralsd-in and pumped. Therefore. 
auch tuber would ba apacinl tuber, and would cost niore. It i s  porrible. however, 
that since sevcrral thourands of tuber would be noceusa~y, the addition81 premium 
for the tubcr would cost leas than purchastny the standard tube and modifying it. 
'The likelihood of this poraibility bsconios greater  when considered in the context 
that adding the buck-boort coil requires negligible labor in an original asaenrbly, 
wliilo a standard tube would have to be diraosenrblad and the coil added. Naver- 
thcloas,  the option of rooparating an available shelf tut. har been examined and 
found bo br* rehtivaly etraiRtitforward. 
4 . 3  
4.201 Fitting the Commercially Available Mametron with a Buck-Boost 
coil -
As shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the mounting plate can be removed fram 
a conventional microwave oven magnetron and a buck-boost coil can be slipped 
into a vacant space between the top ceramic magnet and the mawtic pole piece 
of the magnetron and the tube reassembled. The buck-boost coil then becomes 
a part of the closed magnetic circuit, and when excited with current, adds or 
subtracts to the permanent field created by the ceramic magnets. When the buck- 
boost coil is inrerted into a properly designed feed back control circuit, it holds 
the power output of the tube nearly constant despite wide variations in the applied 
voltage to the tube, as shown in Ftgxre 2.9, for example, and as described in 
Section 2.4.2.1. 
The coil shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 we8 specially made for a preliminary 
evaluation of a modified tube for the GMPTS. F w s  4.3 is a plot of the magne- 
tron operating voltage and power consumption of the buck-boost coil as a ftmction 
of current in the coil. The data is experimentally obtained. The data Lidicates 
that the operating voltage of the magnetran and therefore the voltage of the dc power 
supply can vary over a range of 3330 to 3950 volts with a maximum power diersipa- 
tion in the coil of eight watts. With a voltage range half of M e ,  which would be 
consistent with the regulation provided by public utilities for such an operation, 
the maximum power consumption would be two watts. Coil power can be further 
reduced by using heavier wire, which would require a chauge in the packaging 
design to accommodate a larger Coil. 
The coil contained 200 turns of 0.038 cm diameter copper wire. Nominal 
resistance is 8 ohms and inductance with coil in place in circuit is 2.10 milli- 
henries. The inductance is sufficiently low to assure very fast response time 
of the circuit with the high probability that it can be uved to reduce the filtering 
requirement on the dc power supply. 
4.4 
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4.2.2 Setting the Tube on Frequency and Increasing 
It is essential that the free running frequency of the magnetron be close to  
2.45 CHz at the most probable operating point of the tube, where "operating point" 
is defined by a value of anode voltage and anode current. It is also desirable that 
the magnetron be coupled more tightly to the external circuit than it normally is 
i n  the microwave oven. This allows an external driving source to control the 
operating frequency of the magnetron over a much wider range of frequencies, 
and over a much wider range of environmental disturbances such as tube operating 
temperature. Fortunately, these two things can be done simultaneously by special 
circuitry between the tube and the point where the tube couples into the waveguide 
system. 
In the experimental arrangement that was used, the output probe of the tuba 
which normally couples directly into the waveguide, was coupled instead into a 
section of coaxial line which was terminated in  a matched waterload so that power 
measurements as well as frequency measurements could be made. A moveable 
quarter  wavelength t ransformer in the form of a cylindrical section of teflon 
was inserted between the inner and outer conductors of the coaxial line, and 
moved to  the point that combines closer  coupling and operation at 2.45 GHs. The 
coupling was increased by a factor of approximately 2.4. 
This experiment demonstrated that the desired frequency centering and in- 
creased coupling could be brought about simultaneously under well controlled and 
understood conditions. A coaxial adaptor could be made to be inser ted between 
the tube and the waveguide which must be used to accommodate the fe r r i te  circulator. 
It is probable, however, that similar and desirable changes could be brought 
about by changing the geometrical arrangements in the coax to waveguide t ransi-  
tion unit in which the magnetron antenna asoumes the role of the coaxial probe. 
If this were found to be possible, i t  would almost certainly require that the 
transition unit itself become part  of the magnetron package. 
From a longer range viewpoint,it is believed that the magnetron directional 
amplifier should be an integrated s t ructure  that would consiot of (1) an internally 
4.8 
modified magnetron that would couple tightly to the external load and that would 
be tuned to a preselected frequency that would correlate  closely with an operating 
frequency of 2.45 GHe when it is tested as an operating tube, (2) a packaging of 
the magnetron that would include a buck-boost coil as par t  of the magnetic 
circuit, (3) an attached coax to waveguide transition unit that w i l l  have a screw- 
dr iver  type of adjustment to put the tube precisely on frequency when it is being 
tested as  a f ree  running oscillator at the selected "operating point" of anode 
current and voltage, (4) a ferrite circulator which would consist of a small  
amount of ferr i te  and permanent magnet material  incorporated into the wave- 
guide, and (5) a probe attached to the waveguide for sampling the magnitude of 
rf power output and converting it into a dc voltage for feeding into one of the 
inputs of an operational amplifier. 
operational amplifier, which is essentially one solid s ta te  device, and any other 
portions of the amplitude feedback control loop on the package. 
An additional option would be to mount the 
4.9 
5 . 0  ADDENDUM 
The following material is being inserted into this final report to provide the 
reader with information on a concept that came into being after the contract per- 
formance had been completed and after the drafting of the f ina l  report. In some 
respects the concept may be considered as a breakthrough in improving the per- 
formance of the GMPTS, and in simplifying it and reducing its cost. 
The improvement came about as the result of looking at the application of the 
GMPTS as described in the final report to a microwave powered platform in the 
form of an airplane. It w a s  observed that the mechanical phase shifters on the 
periphery of the antenna structure would have to operate rapidly to follow the cir- 
cling airplane. Further, they would have to frequently and abruptly recycle, i. e., 
the phase-shifter would suc?;Ienly have to jump from t 1 8 O o  to -180°, or vice versa, 
depending on the flight direction of the airplane. This mode of operation is ex- 
pecting too much from a mechanical phase shifter. While GMPTS design might 
be compatible with a balloon, particularly if it were not involved in circular flight, 
it is certainly a situation where a search for other approaches which would either 
eliminate the mechanical phase shifter or  use it in a mode in which it would move 
only slowly and never have to abruptly recycle is deeirable. 
A considerable effort has gone into finding these approaches with the result 
that two technologies were found that could be of great help in solving the problem, 
and even in eliminating the mechanical phaee shifters altogether. The first tech- 
nology---and this is a new one, it is believed---is to convert the magnetron di- 
rectional amplifier into a high-gain 30 dB amplifier with a phase-locked feedback 
loop form of operation. This makes it possible to drive the magnetron directional 
amplifier from a low level signal supplied by the phase reference and eliminate 
the present chain of magnetron directional amplifiers that originate at the center 
of the array. The second technology is that of the ferrite phase shifter which 
probably can be substituted for the mechanical phase shifter, perhaps up to 250 
watts of power handling capability, but certainly much beyond what can be handled 
by a diode phase shifter and what has been considered before. 
5 . 1  
The phase locked mode of operation is achieved by using the error signal 
from the phase comparator at the output of the amplifier to change the current 
in the buck boost coil. The buck boost coil changes the operating current level 
of the magnetron in such a direction as to cause the free running frequency of the 
magnetron to match the driving frequency. Under these circumstances m r o  phase 
shift is achieved through the amplifier. The phase locking is achiewed at the ex- 
pense of some change in the power output level. 
The phase locked high gain amplifier has the advantage that it preserves aero 
phase shift through the amplifier and therefore does not need an additional phase 
shifter at its input to compensate for phaee shift which results from a change in 
operating characteristics of the tube or  a change in line voltage. However, when 
the magnetron directional amplifier is operated in this mode, there is no control 
over the amplitude of the output during the operation of the system although there 
is some initial control over the amplitude by mechanical adjustment of the magne- 
tron external load circuitry before it is inserted into the system. 
To achieve freedom to vary the amplitude of the power radiated by the antenna, 
the high gain phase-locked amplifier may be used to drive another magnetron direc- 
tional amplifier stage with both an amplitude and phase comparator in its output 
circuit. A s  well documented in the NASA Contractor Report 3383 %PS Magnetron 
Tube Asseesment Study, the output of the amplitude comparator is attached to 
the buck boost coil and the output of the phase comparator is now attached to a low 
level electronic phase shifter which is placed ahead of the input to the first mag- 
netron directional amplifier. From the viewpoint of control system theory, the 
phase locked amplifier is just an fnternal control loop within a larger control loop. 
The resulting two-stage amplifier now has the capability of a value of power 
output that ranges from the output of the first state which would be in the range 
of 200 watts to an output limited only by the life of the filament of the microwave 
oven magnetron. In the cam of the LTA-MPP, where high power is called for 
only infrequently, this could be two kilowatts. Now the subarray could consist of 
nine radiating modules with the phaee reference identified with the central module. 
5.2 
The other modules would be satellite modules with power supplied them by the 
two-stage amplifier and with phasing programmed in aa open loop manner from 
the logic element which is attached to the two-column digitised phase control 
matrix, Phasing control of the ratellite radiating modules would be in the form 
of a voltage amplitude sent to an operational amplifier which is coupled in a 
position feedback control mode to a mechanical phase shifter or to a ferrite phase 
shifter. Xn the new format, the phase shifter, even on the periphery of the trans- 
mitting antenna, could operate within a It: 60° phase shift with no recycling neces- 
sary. This relaxation of performance requirement is of great importance in re- 
ducing costs. 
I€ this arrangement were used in the GMPTS, it would eliminclte the present 
arrangement of three levels of directional amplifier8 with ita complication uf 
waveguide transmission lines and directional couplers. Enough power would be 
put into the clock phase reference to act a8 a one watt (or less) drive to each sub- 
array. The arrangement would also reduce the complexity of the row-column 
digitized phase con. rol system by a factor of nine, and the number of digitally 
controlled phase shifters by the same factor. This simplification would be offset 
to some degree with the additional logic that would have to be built into each sub- 
array to control the phase shift in the eight peripheral radiating modules in the 
subar r ay . 
